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A B S T R A C T . 
Radio Arabic; an examination based 
on unscripted broadcasts. 
Tape recordings of f i v e discussions or interviews:, 
broadcast by the Arabic section of the B r i t i s h Broadcasting 
Corporation or by the Broadcasting Corporation of the 
United Arab Republic, were transcribed and analysed. The 
broadcasts were, as f a r as could be established-and with 
the probable exception of the introductions to the UAR 
broadcasts, unscripted and unrehearsed. The participants 
were; journalists, academics, a scientist, a c r i t i c and 
professional radio announcers or interviewers. They were 
therefore considered to represent well educated speakers 
of modern Arabic. The subject matter of the discussions 
comprised an h i s t o r i c a l treatment of the Arabs i n Spain, 
a B r i t i s h General Election and views on the concept of the 
Ideal Society. The interviews were partly autobiographical 
and partly an attempt to assess the interviewers' attitudes 
to current problems i n their respective f i e l d s * 
Analysis was carried out to t r y and discover whether 
any standard or form of language was discernible throughout 
the broadcasts. Expression of particular grammatical 
points i n the tapes, e.g.: inflexion, relative and personal 
pronouns;, the conditional, the negative etc., have been 
related to th e i r form i n the modern l i t e r a r y language: and 
i n some important forms, of colloquial. Analysis of 
certain points such as forms of address has raised as. 
many questions as i t has answered. Pause f i l l e r s have 
"been discussed without relation to either the modern 
l i t e r a r y language or the colloquial, since standard works 
make almost no reference to them* 
The tapes.are too restricted i n subject matter and 
length to state.any definite conclusions on the nature of 
radio .-Arabic. Certain trends .do however seem to be 
apparent, and these have been, indicated where; possible. 
In addition some points have been indicated as meriting 
further examination. 
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1. 
PREFACE 
In the preparation of this work the writer i s greatly 
indebted to a wide variety of advisers, helpers and 
colleagues. They include: 
for supplying the taped material:-
The Broadcasting Corporation of the United Arab 
Republic. 
The B r i t i s h Broadcasting Corporation, Arabic Section. 
- for technical advice and help with taped material:-
Mr. B. Gilbert, Department of Modem Languages, 
University of Durham. 
- for checking the transcriptions:-
Mr. L. Akrawi 
Mr. U. al-Furaih ' 
Mr. M. al-Gharianl. 
- for many ideas about how to look at - or l i s t e n to -
language 
Professor T. F. Mitchell, Professor of Linguistics, 
School of English, University of Leeds. 
- for the opportunity to discuss a wide variety of relevant 
matter:-
Colleagues at the School of Oriental Studies, University 
of Durham, i n particular Dr. H. M. A. Dabbagh. 
- for careful, conscientious and accurate execution of the 
typing of the thesis:-
Mrs. C. Bates of University Library, Oriental Section, 
Durham. 
2. 
for making the resources of the School of Oriental Studies, 
Durham, so readily available and for general encouragement 
and advice:-
Professor T. W. Thacker, Director of the School of 
Oriental Studies, University of Durham, 
most of a l l , for supervision of his research, for frank 
advice on methods of approach, for a wealth of knowledge 
and experience i n spoken and classical Arabic, and 
constant encouragement i n the face of some opposition 
to the whole undertaking:-
Mr. J. A. Haywood, reader i n Arabic i n the School of 
Oriental Studies, University of Durham. 
3. 
jENTRODUCT ION 
AIM. 
The aim of this thesis has been to examine certain 
features of Radio Arabic as they were i l l u s t r a t e d i n tape 
recordings of f i v e radio broadcasts} to relate the observa-
tions to what is already known about Modern Literary Arabic 
and various types of colloquial Arabic and to contribute i n 
a small way to a wider description of modern spoken Arabic. 
MOTIVE. 
One of the-motives for undertaking t h i s examination was 
to t r y and form some opinions as to whether Radio Arabic 
approached more nearly the colloquial Arabic ( c o l l . ) of 
whatever region or the Modern Literary Arabic (M.L.A.) or to 
see whether i t could be described as a separate form, e.g. 
Standard Arabic. 
LIMITING FACTORS. 
Several things became clear almost immediately which 
enforced, limitations on the scope of the examination. The 
f i r s t was. that the term "Standard Arabic1' has no exact 
- meaning: there seems to be no standard against which i t could 
be so described. 1 The second was that the amount of taped 
1. The term Standard Arabic i s not d e f i n i t i v e . I t i s 
referred to variously as middle-Arabic, modern-Arabic, etc* 
See Monteil p. 25 f f • 
material available to the writer was limited and could form 
no basis for any general conclusions on the subject of any 
single form of Arabic. The t h i r d was that each of the 
grammatical points examined was worthy of much f u l l e r 
examination than the. present study allows, each separate 
point being perhaps worthy of a Ph.D study i n i t s e l f . The 
fourth was that the l i s t of grammatical points was selective; 
and far from exhaustive: any other observer might well have 
chosen different or additional points as; being of greater 
interest or importance i n the general picture of spoken 
A 
Arabic. With hindsight, a further fact or, which emerged, 
involved! the procedure of selecting tapes. The tapes UAR1 
and UAR2: i n particular cover broadcasting times of one hour 
each. During these periods the style and usage of language; 
does not vary sig n i f i c a n t l y , BO that the study of 60 minutes 
of broadcast time has not revealed significantly more than 
10 minutes of the same broadcast would have done. A better 
approach therefore might have been to examine IB detail the 
f i r s t f i v e minutes of the broadcast, a medial f i v e minutes 
and perhaps the last f i v e minutes. I f t h i s course had been 
1• Features which are clearly of importance, but which the; 
writer has not examined closely include:- use of numerals, 
use of particles such as \ the temporal sense of verbal 
aspects, Anglicisms or caiques, from other European 
languages, amplifiers of the verb such as absolute object 
etc. pronunciation and phonetics, style prefixes such as 
ur * etc. The writer did examine the elative, but 
considered that insufficient material worthy of note 
emesged. Research on a wider sample might reveal 
information of greater interest. 
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followed, time might have allowed a selective examination of 
a greater number of tapes and speakers. As i t i s , with a 
certain number of grammatical points, the writer has not 
given results or examples from the second half of UAR2 
where the f i r s t half has: already shown uniform treatment of 
those points 
TRANSCRIPTION. 
a) With an examination of this kind an important process 
i s that of transforming the spoken and audible word to the 
written image on the page. The writer admits that there may 
be several examples of words or phrases which he has mia-
heard, especially with respect to vowelling of Individual 
letters:. Wherever possible he has: asked native Arabic 
speakers to check his work. 
b) For the speaker to whom Arabic i s his native tongue 
however, i t i s often extremely d i f f i c u l t to d i f f e r e n t i a t e 
between what he has heard and what he thinks he should 
have heard. I t i s particularly d i f f i c u l t for an Arab to 
write down a grammatically "incorrect" form, even when he 
admits to having heard i t on tape. By "incorrect" i s meant 
that i t does not follow the rules of M.L.A. S t r i c t l y 
speaking perhaps no Arabic speakers should have been asked 
to check the tapes and their transcriptions; instead a non-
Arabic speaking l i n g u i s t or phonetic i s t should have done the 
6. 
job. This would have been extremely d i f f i c u l t i f not 
impossible particularly since the writer had decided a) to 
use the Arabic script throughout and. b) to pay minimum 
attention to phonetics. Even had t h i s course been possible 
i t s ,; accuracy would have depended on the technical l i m i t a -
tions of the recording and reproducing machinery, the 
quality of the recording tape and the acuteness of the ear 
of the listener. 
SPOKEN AND PRINTED LANGUAGE. 
Having selected specific points on which to comment, 
a further complication appeared. Monteil i n "L'Arabe -
Moderne", comments chiefly on the written word. Since the 
written or printed word i s checked several times before 
publication i t can be assumed to represent the version 
actually intended by the author. Any interesting or 
unusual features may be assumed to be intentional. With 
tape recordings of unscripted discussions features may well 
be. heard which the speaker had never intended, which he 
would have modified i f a corrected version were to be 
produced and which he would have disowned i f t o l d i t 
represented his normal way of speech. . Thus where an 
apparent grammatical discrepancy occurs only once - whether 
relative to M.L.A. or c o l l . - i t is. possible that a) i t is-
1• See Bibliography. 
7.* 
the,speaker'8 normal way of handling that particular point; 
b) i t i s a mistake made because the speaker was speaking 
hurriedly or was thinking of something else; or c) that ; 
i t was misheard by the observer/listener. 
REFERENCES:. 
TERMINOLOGY. 
a) The writer has examined features i n tape recordings of 
fi v e discussions or interviews and has t r i e d to relate them 
to Modern Literary Arabic (MLA) and colloquial Arabic ( c o l l . ) . 
For statements on M.L.A he has used chiefly J. A. Haywood and 
H. M. Nahmad - "A new Arabic grammar of the written language", 
Lund Humphries, London, 19&5* For colloquial references he 
•j 
has. used chiefly :-
Driver, G. R. "A Grammar of the Colloquial Arabic of 
Syria and Palestine". London, 1925 
Ess, John Van. "The Spoken Arabic of Iraq". London, 1938 
Mitchell, T. F. "Colloguial Arabic". London, 1962. 
Rice, F. A. and M. F. Said. "Eastern Arabic", Beirut, 
1960. 
b) I t scarcely needs to be stated that an examination of 
this kind can i n no way be exhaustive and no attempt has been 
made to relate the taped voices to colloquial Arabic of the 
Sudan, the Maghreb, Libya or the Arabian Peninsula. 
1. But see also Bibliography. 
8.. 
c) Technical terms of grammar have "been taken from 
Haywood and Nahmad, although where these have differed from 
those i n other reference works, quotations from those works 
have "been given as they appear. 
d) The question of transliteration has not assumed 
d i f f i c u l t proportions since extracts from the tapes have 
been given i n Arabic script. Where any tra n s l i t e r a t i o n 
into Roman script has been considered necessary, the model 
has again been Haywood and Nahmad. 
e) Where necessary vowelling has been inserted i n the 
extracts given. The standard vowelling has been used and 
no attempt made accurately to represent e.g.: 'inno where 
the vowel o i s not conveyable by standard vowelling. 
f ) The writer has considered i t desirable i n some places 
to indicate that a t a ' marbu-fca i s silent or that an a r t i c l e 
i s not pronounced. In this case he has enclosed them i n 
round brackets thus:-
(&joJI - pronounced 'al-madlna 
PRONUNCIATION AND PHONETICS.. 
As has already been stated pronunciation and phonetics 
have not been analysed and commented upon except i n connection 
with other points. I t has not seemed necessary therefore to 
distinguish i n examples between e.g. pronunciation of J as 
qaf or hamza i n . The writer readily agrees that 
9. 
particularly i n examination of the subject of spoken Arabic, 
pronunciation and phonetics i s of extreme importance, but 
selection i s essential, and pronunciation and phonetics 
have already been to some extent examined, and require 
further treatment i n the general examination of Radio Arabic. 
TAPE SELECTION. 
For the present examination selection of some sort was 
necessary, and thi s was made chiefly on the basis of what 
was available. The speakers had i n effect already been 
selected by the BBC and the UAR BC as acceptable examples 
of modern spoken Arabic. 
TAPED MATERIAL. 
The tapes themselves were made available by the B r i t i s h 
Broadcasting Corporation and the Broadcasting Corporation of 
the United Arab Republic. The subject matter, participants 
and reference numbers: are given below:-
BBC 1 A discussion i n the BBC series %s\iflupj*+ dealing 
with the influence of the Arabs in. Spain on Europe. 
Chairman (K) Mr. Hasan KarmI 
(M) Professor Dr. Husain Mu'nis. Professor i n Cairo 
University and Director of Islamic Studies i n Madrid. 
(A) Professor Dr:I Walld 'Arafat, Professor of London 
University. r 
1. cf. Harrell, R. S. "A Linguistic Analysis of Egyptian Radio Arabic", i n Harvard Middle East Monograph Series, 1960. 
10. 
v.p 
BBC 2 A discussion on the results, of the B r i t i s h General 
Elections 1966. 
Chairman (K) Mr. Hasan KarmT. 
(Z) Professor ZaghlHl al-Sayid, London correspondent 
Of fffl 
(M) Professor MHsa al-Mazawi, Lawyer and Professor of 
International Law i n London. 
(A) Professor 'Amr Mahya al-DIn - Economic Specialist. 
BBC 3 A programme i n the BBC series, ^ >J> j** 
discussing the question of what constitutes the 
ideal society. 
Chairman (K) Mr. Hasan Karml. 
(A w) Doctor Badawl 'Abd a l - l a $ I f 'Awad, Director of the 
Islamic Cultural Centre i n London. 
(A r) Doctor Walld 'Arafat, Professor i n London University. 
UAR 1 A programme i n the UAR BC series *LUJI g« 
which: 
(M) Professor Dr. 'Ahmad Mustafa, Director of the State 
Research Centre 
i s interviewed by. the female interviewer. 
( I ) 'Afaf al-Mu'allid. 
UAR 2 A programme i n the UAR BC series *^ *J i n 
which: 
(A) Doctor 'Aba a l Qadir al-Qatt, writer, c r i t i c , trans-
l a t o r , poet and man of letters; 
11. 
i s introduced by the male interviewer. 
( I ) Bibs' Tahir1. 
REFERENCE FIGURES. 
Reference figures; accompanying extracts from the tapes 
give i n order the tape, the page and the line of the writer's 
transcription. These references can be related to the 
revolution counter of a tape recorder, but since different 
tape recorders have different methods of indicating positions 
and different standards of accuracy i n doing so, the tape/page/ 
l i n e reference must remain of very limite d value. Although 
a copy of the tapes accompanies th i s thesis, i t has been 
considered unnecessary to accompany i t with the written, 
working papers - i.e. the writer's transcription. 
The reference i n i t i a l s K, M, A w etc. which indicate the 
speaker, are not given i n every case, but only when 
considered useful. 
GENERAL. 
"CORRECT" ARABIC 
I t would be presumptuous for a European student to pass 
judgement as to the "correctness" of a particular Arab's use 
of his; language. The question of what is the correct way to 
speak Arabic - or whether there i s a correct way to speak i t -
is the subject of heated discussion between Arabs. I t is. 
possible however f o r the European student to use MLA and 
12. 
c o l l . as. c r i t e r i a and show features of the-examined tapes i n 
relation to them. 
FEATURE INCIDENCE. 
One of the d i f f i c u l t i e s i n presenting comments- on 
grammatical features i s that of assessing how often each 
feature occurs, and how often i t could or should occur.- or 
conversely how often i t i s ignored. A habitually correct 
speaker of MLA could perhaps f i n d himself participating i n 
a discussion where his opportunity to use .'e.g. Nunation was 
minimal. In discussion on a different topic the same 
speaker might have the opportunity to use Nunation much 
more frequently. 
WORD COUNT. 
a) One way of assessing the frequency of use i s to count 
the t o t a l number of words spoken by a particular speaker, 
also the number of examples, of e.g.: Nunation and show the 
second as a relative frequency of the f i r s t . As has already 
been suggested, this has true v a l i d i t y only for a particular 
speaker i n a particular speech on a particular topic. ( I t 
has the additional d i f f i c u l t y i n that one topic may use more 
verbs relati v e l y than another: another topic more nouns and 
adjectives. I n the second case there i s more p o s s i b i l i t y 
f or Nunation. Also i t should be decided whether a noun plus 
two adjectives: a l l carrying Nunation are classed as one or 
three examples.) 
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b) . In spite of disadvantages, some of which have "been 
suggested! above, a frequency count can have a c e r t a i n 
v a l i d i t y even i f only because i t i s practicable. To 
provide a f u l l y acceptable and v a l i d a n a l y s i s of a speaker fs 
language would involve the same speaker speaking under the 
same ( s l i g h t l y a r t i f i c i a l ) studio conditions; on as. wide a 
range of topics as possible. The implications of an 
analysis of t h i s kind would be to keep a research team 
working with a computer busy for several years on the 
language of one speaker alone. For larger numbers of 
speakers the task would be correspondingly more complex. 
The ultimate findings might do no more than indicate that 
each speaker speaks d i f f e r e n t l y * 
c) Where i t i s necessary or desirable to do so, the 
occurrence of a grammatical feature i s related to the 
numbers of words per l i n e or l i n e s per page. In reaching 
an average number of words per l i n e and page, items such 
as j <J> J I . etc. have not been treated as separate 
words. Items such as ty ^ ** which stand alone, have 
been classed as separate words. 
d) When a grammatical feature i s described with reference 
to the frequency of i t s occurrence,, t h i s i s intended to 
indicate a trend or apparent trend, and not i n any way an 
absolute r u l e or unalterable s i t u a t i o n . C l e a r l y the sample 
under discussion is. f a r top r e s t r i c t e d to give more than a 
possible indication of possible trends. 
CHAPTER. 1 
NIDATION 
"At the ends of nouns and adjectives, when indefinite., 
the vowel signs are written double, thus: I - y / — 
This means they are to be pronounced with a f i n a l "n" - "un" 
"an" - " i n " . This: i s c a l l e d 0$}" tanwiin or nunation, 
e.g. <-rU baabun ) 
iV < 
baaban ) "a door" 
baabin ) 
Note that with the fatha the l e t t e r a l i f i s added. But, i f 
//r , ' ' 
the word ends i n the a l i f i s not added, as. 
1. 
k h a l i i f a t a n = "caliplf." 
"There i s no indefinite a r t i c l e i n Arabic, but the 
presence of nunation at the end of a noun indicates 
2. 
indef ini t e - n e s s . " 
Rules, for i n f l e c t i o n which are t h e o r e t i c a l l y observed 
i n the written language are not normally noticeable i n 
p r a c t i c e . Nunation, l i k e other-forms of 'irab^, i s not 
indicated i n most printed t e x t s . I t might be expected 
therefore that i n f l e c t i o n which i s not usually observable 
i n the printed form of the language, would - through 
l i n g u i s t i c decay - be s t i l l l e s s observable i n i t s spoken 
form. 
1 . Haywood and Nahmad, p.9 . 
2. I b i d . p.22. 
15. 
"La nunation ne se f a i t entendre que dans l a lecture; 
solemnelle, l e s vers, l e s chants; l a prononcer dans l e langage 
courant, sauf pour certains adverbes, s e r a i t r i d i c u l e . " 
The uses of Nunatibh i n the present tapes may he 
c l a s s i f i e d broadly as 
a) adverbial (the "certains adverbes" of Monteil) 
b) other uses, 
(a) Adverbial Uses. 
Perhaps the most outstanding feature of Nunation i n 
Adverbial usage i s the f a c t that i t occurs very frequently, 
hut with a s t r i c t l y l i m i t e d choice of words. In the tapes 
under discussion a t o t a l of 290 examples of adverbial usage 
may be counted. Of t h i s t o t a l , use of 7 different words 
accounts for 71%, and a mere three words for 50%. 
The r o l e f i l l e d by the more common of these adverbially 
employed words i s la r g e l y that of a f i l l e r or pause word -
about which more i s said i n a separate chapter. For example 
I*** 9 and are often used, p a r t i c u l a r l y i n the UAR 
tapes to punctuate a sentence, to give the speaker an 
opportunity to look for and fin d the right word, without i n 
themselves appearing to add anything s i g n i f i c a n t to the 
meaning, e.g. 
• UAR 2/50/k if J & Sr** U -V* li» 
1. V. Monteil. "L'Arabe Modeme1". P a r i s , 1960. p. 57. 
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Adverbial Uses - Summary. 
ADV. BBC 1 BBC 2 BBC 3 UAR 1 UAR 2 TOTAL 
8 9 12 27 60 
1! 2 2 16 26 hi 
C\ 35 8 5 1 18 35 
1 7 2 7 5 22 
s 1 5 2 3 6 17 
- 1 8 1 10 
<# - 8 1 - - 9 
_ _ 3 — k 7 
1 1 2 - 2 6 
2 3 - - - 5 
Others 16 7 15 20 62 
Total 21 59 37 5h 109 280 
117-
(b) Other Uses. 
A s t r i k i n g feature i n t h i s group i s the v a r i a t i o n i n 
frequency of use "between one speaker and another i n the 
same discussion, and between different parts of the same 
speaker's conversation. 
I d e a l l y i t might be desirable to plot a chart showing 
the frequency of use (of Nunation or of other grammatical 
feat u r e s ) . Impressions suggest that the frequency of use 
of Nunation decreases during the course of a discussion. 
This can suggest that the speaker s t a r t s a discussion 
c a r e f u l i n content and language. As he. warms to h i s 
subject, the standard of language becomes more natural and 
t h i s i s usually equated! with s i m p l i f i c a t i o n - a moving away 
from the c l a s s i c a l i n f l e c t e d forms towards the c o l l . 
Examination of the tapes -shows that with-some speakers -
the apparently better educated ones: r i t i s more s i g n i f i c a n t 
to analyse cases of non-observance of the ru l e s for Nunation. 
With others - those who are apparently either l e s s well 
educated or are l e s s pedantic - i t i s more s i g n i f i c a n t and 
more practicable to analyse cases where. Nunation i s used. 
This excludes adverbial usage which seems to be used almost 
equally by a l l speakers. 
The observation or non-observation of the r u l e s of 
nunation by a speaker seems to be an indication of that 
speaker's idea of how close to "correct Arabic" he aspires 
18 i 
where "correct Arabic" i s equivalent to MLA. Thus i f the 
speaker omits or uses Nunaticn.it i s s i g n i f i c a n t to examine 
the reason for omission of use, and see why he has deviated 
from normal use. Nunation i s s p e c i a l l y used for example 
i n quoting from the Had-Ithh (BBC 3/13/2 f f . ) , i n the i n t r o -
duction of a speaker (UAR 1) or for emphasis (see below). 
I n UAR 1 the interviewer introduces the interviewee by 
giving a resume of h i s a c t i v i t i e s . I n t h i s resume she 
uses Nunation frequently - on an average of one example i n 
every three l i n e s . Once she has f i n i s h e d the introduction 
and begun speaking d i r e c t l y to the interviewee she uses no 
further Nunation (except adverbially) for the whole of the 
hour long interview. The use of Nunation i s one of several 
features 1 which indicate a considerable change of s t y l e 
between introduction and interview. I t i s probable that 
the introduction was read from a prepared s c r i p t , not 
spoken spontaneously. Nevertheless i t serves to i l l u s t r a t e 
the contrast between two s t y l e s of Arabic used by one 
speaker (and a trained, interviewer of a Broadcasting 
Corporation) i n the same programme. 
Proximity to the modern l i t e r a r y language seems to 
indicate both a desire on the part of the speaker to speak 
what he considers the "correct" form of Arabic - i . e . MLA, 
and i n addition a desire to be emphatic or deliberate i n 
h i s s t y l e . Style i s perhaps an elusive quantity to 
1. See Introduction for notes on l i n e and word count. 
19*. 
describe, but some individual features are apparent which 
suggest a deliberate exploitation of nunation, e.g. :-
Doctor Mu'nis BBC 1 / 1 / 1 5 /*• & 
BBC 1 / 1 / 9 o£*K J * & 3 
BBC 1 / 2 / 9 fj^X 'Q* Af £ & 3 
BBC 1 / 2 / 2 UJU> j» j Vl &» jY<i «jp 
' * *_ 
Other examples of use of XTunation-by Dr. Mu'nis are:-
a f t e r ete. BBC 1/1/12 1 i> > / omitted Ljkts *=«J 15" WW-1 
BBC 1/2/1 used .. . *=•*' WU-ii ' o 1 /<» ... , , " 
BBC 1/2/3 omitted ^^LtL'}-^ J 5 " ^ j J 
BBC 1/11/2 lol/ jlLJI £h>\3 
BBC 1/11/2 \* ' i *\' i 
Norn, subj. BBC 
BBC 1/6/2 
Acc. obj. BBC 1/5/2 
BBC 1/9/8 
In BBC 1 Dr. 'Arafat also uses Nunation corre c t l y but l e s s 
often :-
BBC 1A/9 
BBC 1/V12 i*> >iU I j<£ MkjJk 
BBC 1/7/8 
20. 
A possible opportunity for Nunation with an Absolute 
Object i s ignored BBC 1/V11 s ^ U< ^  t ... ^ 1 
I n BBC 3 where Dr. 'Arafat i s recorded he again uses 
l i t t l e Nunation, except i n adverbial phrases. In t h i s 
tape however, i n contrast to BBC 1i there are frequent 
examples of situations where he might be expected to have'. 
used Nunation, but does: not do so. 
Examples: 
Adverbial BBC 3 / V t 4 
Acc. BBC 3/3/11! W I %J5" U^ J3\ 
Gen. BBC 3 / 5/1 
BBC 3 / 7 / 6 
Omission BBC 3/U/QO 
BBC 3 / V 1 0 
BBC 3/V13 
BBC 3/13/17 
Mr. H. Karmi who introduces speakers and subjects i n 
a l l three BBC tapes, seems to vary h i s use of Nunation to 
s u i t the general tone, tempo or content. 
e.g. :- BBC 1/1/2 Uyi>y>.... 4aLJI o j-a> ^  jUU; 
BBC 1/1 /8 
BBC 1 / ^ 7 
• • 
21, 
/// . / BBC 1/8/1.6 SJ^W g ^ f r j ... sorbonne 
BBC 1/9/1 J ^ M o a J i i l l ^ i U , t^ilS 
^ , ~ <* " e 
BBC 1 / 1 0 / 1 / ' f ^ ^ f 1 
BBC 1 / 1 0 / 1 2 . . . J jF V •T*-1 g^" 1 
Here w i l l be noticed examples of nouns ending i n * and 
carrying Nunation. This appears much more r a r e l y than with 
words which do not end i n * . Some speakers do not seem 
able to nunate with * at a l l . ( c . f . Mu'nis BBC 1 / 1 / 1 2 , 
BBC 1 / 2 / 1 and BBC 1 / 2 / 1 - quoted above). 
BBC 2 shows further examples, e.g. :-
BBC 2 / 1 / 5 ^ y U H J U - i j ifij^arr"* 
BBC 2 / 1 / 7 ^ A*"*1 C*^1 * 
BBC 2 /12/41 t L U I* I^S 
BBC 2/18/8 dJ L a dJJ 
Of i n t e r e s t here are examples where Nunation i s omitted. 
BBC 2 / 7/13 ($» (*K j * i ^ y ^ " * = - * ^ c s ^ 1 • • • ^3 
BBC 2 / 1 2 / 1 0 ^f'S' ^ .J*4***1 0 s ' . j - " - 3 - 1 
BBC 2 / 1 3 / 1 4 J*?J*}* **0^ O^^4"'11 O1 
BBC 2/15/10 vW-VI iL» a* v**-^* 
These examples might reasonably have been expected to have-
contained Nunation: they a l l have a ce r t a i n measure of 
emphasis or deliberation. 
22. 
I n BBC 3 again a mixture i s . found, e.g. 
Observance BBC 3 /1/2 fr^^ UsoJ 
BBC 3/5/1 h >UU o£ 
BBC 3/6/1 i ; Life; l^wy b e l 
BBC 2/2/17 J * > V r * ^ . 
Omission BBC 3/5/15 J^U I le> J * 
BBC 3/9/10 B > / 0 ^ 01 ^ U J l 0 | 
I t i s noted elsewhere that use of nunation a f t e r 0\S i s 
more frequently observed than i n other constructions. 1 
BBC 2 shows observance and non-observance of Nunation 
by Zaghlul al-Sa'Id, e.g. :-
& ' * * 
BBC 2/1/15 Sriitf L - I ^ . J ^ ^ J 
BBC 2/13 /17 t d s / c * ^ ,J 
BBC 2/17/7 L - i u LS«J 0 t f 
y > ^ 
BBC 2/18/7 ^^jjjilkf 
BBC 2/22/7 U ^ ' j f e i J I IJLa 0 ^ 
• y 
The majority of the examples occur a f t e r Q\S and her 
s i s t e r s , but c . f . e.g. :-
BBC 2/9/13 i^ytr ^  i*,*^ & ^ 
which, coming i n the speech of one who appears to observe 
nunation with , i s further evidence of a general d i s l i k e 
1. See Chapter on kana, p. 101. 
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of nunating s . 
One of the few other examples where Z could have used 
nunation - but did not include 
B B C 2/14/3 ^ J-l^ l a * 0l 
l/RIsa Mazawl, another speaker, i n BBC2, uses. Nunation 
usually just for adverbial purposes, e.g. :-
B B C 2/5/3 J*L~JI J 1 1 ***** r> 
but when agreeing on and emphasizing a point, e.g. that 
r a c i a l matters had not influenced the e l e c t o r s , :-
B B C 2/9/11 „ . l a ^ ' j ^ ^ ^ I J La^ 
One of the few other times when he uses Nunation i s when 
he says a word wrongly and corrects himself. Thus he 
gives. crS without Nunation which he immediately corrects 
to j j r j * with Nunation. 
B B C 2/23/9'* U - a ^ j ^ c ? * C& oj£~ 
Other examples include usage i n the Jl» construction e.g. : 
B B C : 2/22/1)4 o^O- USy^-^sJ V 
Examples of non-usage are apparently a l l with f i n a l 3 and! 
i n t h i s he follows: the usual fashion, e.g. :-
B B C 2/21/4 (&QtZ»\s. y> 
B B C 2/21/5 j j (gfyC^ I ^ 
The fourth speaker i n B B C 2 appears to use Nunation 
2h. 
only three times, v i z : -
BBC 2 / 1 0 / 1 1 O1 
BBC 2 / 1 7 / 1 ' c^Jl U 
BBC 2 / 1 7 / 2 ^ ^ M U 
For the r e s t the very speed at which he speaks denies him 
the luxury of Nunation.. Several native Arabic speakers 
whose help has been sought i n examining the tapes have: been 
unable f u l l y to understand, l e t alone f i n d examples of 
Nunation in, h i s speech. One deliberately made point 
where? Nunation could arguably have been used i s :-
BBC 2 / 1 V 6 & r y ^ i y * -uAeJtfl.... i ^ l s J I 
At another point he slows h i s speech and asks a question 
to make a point, giving himself time and opportunity to 
use Nunation i f he f e l t i t necessary :-
BBC 2 / 1 6 / 9 * ^ * I - J I y» L 
BBC 2 / 1 6 / 9 O i J * . c °l a*: e^Ui'V I « Ju» 
I t i s not u n t i l about ten l i n e s l a t e r that he considers 
Nunation necessary and repeats the example used, i . e . 
BBC a / 1 7 / 1 '&2 quoted above. 
Of the speakers i n BBC 3 K and Ar. have already been 
mentioned. The t h i r d , Dr. Abd a l - L a ^ i f 'Awad, observes 
Nunation assiduously, e.g. 
Norn. BBC 3 / 2 / 5 &!&\ J j ^ " ^ ^ O ^ O 1 
Norn. BBC; 3 / 2 / 8 W U l H t* (jil J» tflJU* 
25. 
Norn. BBC 3/2/9 '^3^ ^ ~<M>* 
Norn. BBC 3/2/9 J t y * i l l ^ 
I n a l l except the f i r s t example given the Nunation i s used 
consciously for emphasis of the point made. He uses 
Nunation when r e f e r r i n g to. and quoting from the Hadiith 
BBC 3/11/2 °JPX^J^^ 
BBC 3/11/3 ^ ~Z£iiki 
for a d i r e c t object with a cer t a i n emphasis :-
BBC 3/1/9 
a f t e r e.g. :-
 / /9 Suii d^>l ^ U . - L > J l ^ JJUJ ^1 
BBC 3/2/7 U J U ^ .V 
•s. 
BBC: 3/7/1!6 \%J*JL 0 £ V £ J * J I 
i n the Genitive - with and without f i n a l 3 , e.g. :-
BBC 3/1/13 O- ^  V 
BBC 3/11/8 &f\i J 3LVl 
BBC 3/11/9 &4$& '^ '3 }; *" # 
Examples occur where, following the trend suggested by 
the examples given and others* Nunation i s omitted where i t 
might reasonably have been expected, e.g. 
BBC 3 / V 2 C*** P ^ 6 t j J I ^ l i A J l 
BBC 3/8/3 ' t & } j , J ^ x J * V 
( t h i s has just followed BBC 3/8/2 ^ ^ L l J t ) 
BBC 3 /1V2 Cti*5*Ute_Jyl 
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UAR 1 
As has "been mentioned already, one interesting feature 
of UAR 1 i s the v a r i a t i o n of s t y l e used "by the Interviewer 
i n the introduction and i n the interview i t s e l f * This i s 
well i l l u s t r a t e d "by the use of Nunation 
Nom. UAR 1/2/1 . 6 ^3 
Nom. UAR 1 / 3 / 1 6 «^W-I.> 
Dir. Oh3. UAR 1 / 1 / 8 3 <-j**r ^  
a f t e r UAR 1 / 1 / 1 5 O ' J / J 
a f t e r C+4"1 UAR 1 / 2 / 1 U J J ^ L J l^ic 
After the introduction the Interviewer does not use any 
Nunation except adverbially. This i s i n spite of the f a c t 
that the Interviewer uses i t frequently and i n discussions 
Arabia speakers often tend a) to t r y and speak as "correctly" 
as posaible and b) to t r y and emulate the standard of speech 
1 
of the guest or most important speaker. 
I t i s l i k e l y that the Interviewer was; a c t u a l l y reading 
the introduction, but i t i s most u n l i k e l y that, i f the text 
of the introduction was printed that i t would, also carry 
f u l l 'iraab including Nunation. I n other'words the f a c t 
that the Interviewer changes; her" s t y l e , suggests that she. 
does so deliberately, rather than that she i s capable of 
observing f u l l 'iraab only with a printed text to a s s i s t her. 
1 . Information verbally from H. M. A. Dabbagh. 
27. 
Other factors-, seem to hear this, out, such as: the change i n 
pronunciation, e.g. of the0, from introduction to interview. 
These other factors are discussed separately i n other 
chapters. 
Dr."Ahmad MoUstafa Observes Nunation often, e.g. :-
Nominative UAR 1 /5/18 
UAR 1 / 3 3 / 8 
Dir. Obj. UAR 1 / 1 3/2 
After UAR 1/28 / 1 5 l ^ j Ju> e-3 ^ Jl dJ J & ll)\S3 
H ti UAR 3/28 / 6 
# '<>* 
Haal UAR 1 / 1 6 / 1 5 
Acc.Specification UAR 1 / 1 0/2 A" ' 
A point which i s noticeable but which has perhaps l i t t l e 
significance i s that Dr. M seems to have used more examples 
of Nunation i n the Nominative and Genitive cases than i n the 
Accusative. This i s perhaps surprising since with many 
speakers where Nunation i s observed at a l l i t appears pre-
ponderantly i n the Accusative case. This could be expected 
since the opportunities are perhaps wider, e.g.:- Direct 
Object, a f t e r ^ IS" etc, Haal, e t c . 
Another point which i s perhaps worth making i s that 
Dr. M's rate of speaking i s r e l a t i v e l y slow, c l e a r and 
deliberate. His hour long interview i s transcribed i n 3 9 
pages of foolscap (or roughly 3 9 x 17 x 8 = kt500 words). 
28.' 
This compares with UAR 2 where the interview again of one. 
hour's duration covers 52 pages of foolscap (or roughly 
52 x 17 x 8*2 = 7 , 0 0 0 words). Thus Dr. M*s rate of speaking 
allows him more time as wel l as opportunity f or the use of 
Nunation.^ 
Examples, of non-usage also occur, e.g. :-
UAR 1/5/1 h "jxL^ ^  lyZ, V>^ -fl U 
UAR 1/18 /10 '<>y?r j ^ - ^ 1 
UAR 1 / 1 6 / 1 6 J L C l i ^ l U J ;P*5; 
UAR 1 / 2 1 / 6 ^pLtf j Ik; J* ^ U g cjfeu. 
which i s comparable with 
UAR 1 / 1 6/8 J ^ l u ^ ^ jlkjJsJSUp^l 
and 
UAR 1 / 1 9 / 1 3 C T ^ j J 1 1 * ; t > f * ^ - ^ 
and c . f . UAR 1 / 2 1/8 y ^ j l k i j * 
UAR 1 / 3 2 / 1 6 ^ L ^ j l>ljJ.oi£ U K 
UAR 2 . . 
I n UAR 2 the Interviewer uses Nunation only three times 
and they a l l occur i n the Introduction. As appeared probable 
i n UAR 1 i t i s l i k e l y that the introduction i s read from a 
prepared text - c e r t a i n l y an extensive l i s t of the works of 
the guest speaker or Interviewer i s given. In the i n t r o -
duction the Interviewer does not appear to have omitteeL 
Nunation i n any obvious places. The examples used are 
29. 
UAR 2/2/13 
UAR 2/1/16 
UAR 2/1/12 
s 
I <M J J 
2 
The Interviewee, Dr. 'Abd 'al-Qadir 'al-Qutt, uses 
Nunation only nine times throughout his interview which 
lasts approximately one hour. His f i e l d of work i s 
language and l i t e r a t u r e , as c r i t i c , translator, poet and 
author, yet he shows less apparent desire to speak i n a 
form close to MLA than does the Interviewee i n UAR 1 , whose 
business and profession i s science and technology. Arab 
informants have expressed surprise that a scientist appears 
more language conscious than the c r i t i c , and disappointment 
that the c r i t i c does not set himself a higher standard 
especially when speaking i n public. Clearly Nunation i s 
only one reflection of that standard. 
The Interviewee reads a poem of his own composition. 
Here he uses and reads aloud Nunation and elevates his 
language generally, e.g. by pronouncing his j i n the 
classical manner. Thereafter he reverts to unnunated speech 
with J pronounced as • Other differences are discussed 
elsewhere• 
The occasions when the Interviewee uses Nunation are:-
UAR 1/16/5 J5J _ y>\ J5\s izJS LI ^ \ 1J 
Nominative - apparently for stress or emphasis. 
30. 
Dir. Ob j . UAR. 2 / l i j / l J\S^\ ^  & ^ ^ 
UAR 2/10/18 osiJiM J-^JI J* l&irJ3 
After etc. stressing what criticism i s and what i t i s not. 
UAR 2/11/10 : * ; ' i J 'J ^ L t - J ( i J l l a A 
After ^15"etc. again emphasising rdle of criticism. 
Hal UAR 2/25/5 O*' 1 ^ e-^^-JI ts* *=-!"* i 
Acc. of UAR 2/28/1^ l i ^ l ^ ^ (w ^ 
Specific. 
11 UAR 2/V7 ^ 
" UAR 2/22/7 : U I «y \ Jk j® 
Abs. Acc. UAR 2/12/17 >Ltf b^a; J^Jt li f t t^S^u^ 
I t i s perhaps worth noticing that of these examples, 
two occur on or "before page 10 ( i n addition to the three 
used by the Interviewer i n the introduction), four on 
pages 11-20, three on pages 20-28, and none occur on pages 
29-52. 
Where Nunaticn i s so l i t t l e used i t i s clear that 
frequent opportunities w i l l have occurred throughout the 
discussion where i t could have been used. 
CHAPTER 2 
31. 
THE DUAL. 
MLA 
"The dual i s formed by adding the termination, 
i n the nominative and, <j-— i n the other cases. (The 
l a t t e r , .... i s the only form used i n the colloquial and 
becomes - ain.)"^ 
Coll. 
" I t i s also necessary, however, under the general 
heading of number to distinguish other categories, the 
most important of which i s dual. Unlike singular and 
pl u r a l , dual relates to nouns only. Dual nouns are 
2 
characterized by the suffix - een." 
Driver, Rice and Said and Van Ess treat the dual 
similarly to Mitchell, i.e. describing i t as applying to 
nouns only, giving only one case - the oblique case, and 
Driver comments that "nouns i n the dual take a l l qualifying 
words i n the p l u r a l . " ^ 
"Aujourd'hui ndans les parlers modernes, le maintien 
du duel est d*importance tres variable .... l e duel se: 
trouve ainsi i n f l e c h i r les substantifs, les adjectifs, les 
1. Haywood and Nahmad op. c i t . p.kO. 
2. Mitchell op. c i t . p. hi* 
3. Driver op. c i t . p. 65 ; Rice and Said op. c i t . p.66; 
Van Ess- op. c i t . p.8. 
32. 
verbes et les pronoms. Et cela, dans les ecrits les plus 
genereux:: comme dans l a presse ou a. l a radio" .... I I est, 
en tout cas, un f a i t , c'est que les Arabes contemporains 
paraisaent tenir au maintien du duel Mais i l semble 
aux ecrivains que ce t r a i t archaique soit une caracteristique 
* 1 
importante, une rarete, un point d i s t i n c t i f . " 
TAPES 
I t might be true to say that the extent of observation 
of the dual by a speaker or writer i s an indication of his 
efforts to observe MLA as a whole. Observation of the 
nominative case of the dual might be a further indication 
of t h i s . 
I t is noteworthy that of the subjects discussed and! 
of the participants concerned, i n a l l the tapes examined, 
the most l i t e r a r y i n content is the least l i t e r a r y i n style -
UAH 2. This i s p a r t i a l l y - i l l u s t r a t e d by use or omission 
of the dual as well as by other features. 
BBC 11 
In BBC 1 the Dual i s used with both verbs and nouns, 
the l a t t e r i n both nominative and oblique cases, vi z : -
BBC 1/3/8 Q*j£ i* 1^? J l V^ 1 u 
(Noun + Adj. - Oblique) 
BBC 1/3/9 CS~J * ^ (Verb-Perf. + Imperf .Pass.)° *~ 
1. Monteil, L'Arabe Moderne, p. 128-129 
33. 
c f o / 
BBC 1/6/21 &**»yA\ O" o^y Uf»J 
(Noun - Norn.) 
The one other example of the dual i n BBC 1 i s correct 
MLA hut would be normal c o l l . usage also, v i z : -
BBC 1/10/2 °^L^\jii\ ^^j*>3 (Noun-oblique) 
BBQ 2. 
The Dual i s not found with verbs i n BBC 2 but appears 
several times with nouns and adjectives i n the oblique case. 
1 
I t does not appear i n the nominative, and there i s no real 
occasion where i t could so appear*. In one example c o l l . 
usage gives a nominatively functioning noun an oblique case, 
which could equally be explained as being the ^ of 
and requiring the oblique case for t h i s reason, e.g. 
BBC 2/6/14 ov's)* ' 
Other straightforward examples include 
BBC 2/7/2 . " J * ^ 1 O^^O" 
BBC 2/23/17 'oi'jJpx ^/aU 
A point of interest i n BBC 2 i s the use of pronouns: 
in the dual, something e x p l i c i t l y excluded by Mitchell, and! 
•1 
i m p l i c i t l y by other works on c o l l . Two examples occur -
one the personal pronominal suffix and one the demonstrative: 
pronoun respectively, thus:-
1. See Mitchell op. c i t . p. hi and quoted above p. 31 
3k. 
BBC. 2/23/2 .... J* jS. t^Off' 
BBC 2/2V2 ^ifasJI ffli^c . . . J 3- .... 
BBC' 3. 
The Dual occurs i n BBC 3 with nouns i n nominative and 
oblique cases, and i n personal pronominal and demonstrative: 
pronominal forms, e•g.:-
BBC 3/1/17 J ^ j£u & 
(Noun - Norn. sJla*JI, .. . ^ U J l " 
BBC 3/3/8 o'^j o l t i j >> f^AiJV^j ^ - ^ ^ J j l fUsj 
(Noun + Adj. + Pronoun-Norn.) la» pfc^ 
BBC 3/V12 
(Noun + .Adj. + dem.pron. - Nom.) . 
BBC 3/2/U ^jljvXll ,^1! j y>3 o<V (Noun + dem.pron. - obi.) 
BBC 3/9/18 <jj 0 I 
BBC 3/12/5 «ji Jllft Ul 
Perhaps this last example should have been i n the nominative 
case, or perhaps the speaker has reverted to c o l l . 
UAR 1 . 
In UAR 1 the Dual appears i n several forms. 
The usual comparison can be made between the Interviewers 
observation of MLA i n the introduction and of c o l l . i n the 
interview i t s e l f . In the introduction she uses the dual, 
35. 
where the dual i s unavoidable, i.e. :-
UAR 1 / 1 / 1 0 (Noun-obl.) UjjSW*^~. 
UAR 1/2/2 (Pron.-obl.) .... life* J-»>uB j 
UAR 1/3/5 (Pron.-obl.) ^jfs 
She even uses the construct form with foreign names, thus:-
UAR 1/3/4 (Noun-obl.) Rochester y Indiana Ig^W- <j>» 
After the introduction she appears to use the Dual only 
. once i n a form which would be the same under MLA or c o l l . 
usage, thus:-
UAR 1/26/16 (Noun-obl.) U»J 
Here use of the pronoun U»J and the verbal prefix v are 
clearly c o l l . 
The Interviewee appears to use the Dual freely i n v. 
various ways, as for example:-
S£t^  pi aft l l i .... 2 * ^ 1 i d ^ ^ J I & QUJU Jfcu> 
JiS Jrtll J* (9LJ\2\J^$J i>jJ 
UAR 1/11/7 f f . (Nouns , . . . . QU^ *U j 
Prons. Verbs. Adj.) 
UAR 1/16/4 (Noun Norn.) O^/s^ ^0^3 
UAR 1 /19/11 (Noun Obi.) J*J* c?^1 
He even appears to have used the nominative case where the 
oblique should have been used. Whether th i s has been mis-
heard or whether a genuine mistake i n a conscious e f f o r t 
36. 
to speak "good Arabic" i s uncertain :: * 
UAR 1/7/8 ysaa, uJlkJl D " i 
UAR 2. 
In UAR 2 the. Dual seems to occur only f i v e times, and 
of these one example i s i n the Nominative. Since t h i s i s 
a ''Of 
the t i t l e of a book * i * * J l J> , i t i s not 
relevant to the present examination. The other examples 
occur with nouns only :-
UAR 2/27/8 J yj ^ &J\ J J\ j 
UAR 2/29/12 . J j J j£ oJiw 
UAR 2/W12 23 513 / i ^ L e 
UAR 2/W18 "J^JU^ 1^ *2^  ^Ul 
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CHAPTER 3-
THE SOUND PLURAL. (MASCULINE) 
MLA 
"The Sound Masculine Plural of nouns and adjectives i s 
formed "by adding 03 ~ to the Nominative and o*/- to the 
Oblique, e.g.:-
Among the common types of nouns to take the sound 
masculine plural are participles of verbs, and also nouns 
of profession or occupation l i k e -^W*- " 
Coll. 
2 
"The plural suffixes, are - i i n , - aat ..." 
"There are two varieties of sound plurals: those ending 
i n - aat and those ending i n - i i n " ^ 
" I t i s formed by adding - i n for the masculine .... 
Such a plural i s called the sound or unbroken plural."**" 
"The regular masculine plural i s formed by adding the 
syllable - I n to the stem . . . ( I t i s ) comparatively rare, 
being almost confined to wards expressing l i v i n g agents, 
1. Haywood and Nahmad, op. c i t . p. kO. 
2. Mitchell, op. c i t . p. 37* 
3* Rice and Said, op. c i t . p. 91. 
k* Van Ess, op. c i t . p. 8. 
38. 
participles used verbally or as adjectives and to nouns of 
the type J"* when denoting human agents." 
TAPES!. 
The tapes were examined to see whether examples could 
he found of the MIA form of the Masculine Sound Plural. 1 
Examples had to he i n the nominative case since in-the, 
oblique cases MIA and c o l l . are similar. The number of 
masculine sound plurals i n the tapes was very small. I n 
the other, i.e. oblique cases, i t was impossible to suggest 
whether a speaker was consciously using MLA or c o l l . 
A l l six examples of the sound masculine plu r a l i n the 
nominative case are found i n BBC 2 and UAR 1, thus:-
BBC 2/2/7 o i ^ f f i 0*4 'A e& ^ .. . 
BBC 2/U/9 .... QS>J Jy* 
UAR 1/23/13 o/s&[ *s^\* 
UAR 1/29A - o/J&* ^ Jh*AL 
UAR 1/29/6 o/>"*' 
UAR 1/38/13 o/A^ AJ* L 
Numeralsj which might have been discussed here, have been 
excluded, partly since they should form a subject f o r a 
much more complete study,' and partly because the 
incidence of numerals, .in the texts: provide insufficient 
material for comment. 
39. 
, I t i s noteworthy that the last four examples quoted 
above occur a l l v/ith the same speaker on the same word. 
This could perhaps be merely one of the personal preferences 
which have already been suggested as defying true gramma-
2 
t i c a l classification. 
Examples occur where the Nominative of the masculine 
sound plural would have seemed necessary, but where the 
oblique case has been used instead, e.g.:-
This example perhaps depends whether parentheses are used 
or understood or not. 
BBC 2/9/16 
UAR 1/10/15 ( I ) &Urt± ^UUM fLJl 2\jySji}L.j 
UAR 1/32/7 ( I ) •OtfLU 
UAR 2/9/17 l i A j I I I ) I dSjasJI 
UAR 2/19/18 
UAR 2/21/1 fJUJl ^ j I I I ! I vJfcd ^ l i i . c I * j V I 
UAR 2/28/12 I jrtiljj) jilia dLjA»Jt ^ *J V 
UAR 2/W10 
UAR 2A9/12 ^ j j l i oil; <_i*MoJI ^  jU;U*i> ^ 
I t w i l l be noted that most of the examples given 
immediately above occur i n the UAR tapes, where as with 
1. See Chapter on Imperfect, p. 75 t IDIO'EEC-TAL ,EREEEHENOE. 
ko 
other features, c o l l seems to assume more prominence than 
MLA. I t would thus perhaps have been most unusual to . 
have found a nominative sound p l u r a l , i.e. a MLA feature, 
together with HP-J, or a verb prefixed with v > i»e. purely 
c o l l . features. 
hi, 
CHAPTER h. 
'Idafa. 
General. 
In talking about 'idafa or the construct phrase, Monteil 
writes: "... on sait q u ' i l consiste a juxtaposer «deux ou 
plusieurs termes, groupies de t e l l e sorte que le premier est 
determine par l e deuxieme, l e deuxiSme par l e troisieme etc. 
En principe rien n*emp§che d 1avoir un tetat d*annexion de 
quatre termes ou meme d'avantage.» 
"Les Arabes modemes, conscients de ces lourdeurs et de 
l'ambiguite qu'elles risquent de causer, rompent souvent ces 
cascades en inserant des particules dont 1±_ est l a plus 
frequente (mais qu'ils peuVent §tre aussi min, b i , etc.)^ 
Coll.. 
"An alternative form t o , say, saafyf xaalig 
issuwees )i^ar[>\ ... involves the use of a particle (min 
or l i ) between the nominal elements saaijil . and xaalig 
issuwees so that the construct relationship no longer 
obtains between them These particle constructions, 
2 
however, have a d i s t i n c t l y l i t e r a r y flavour about them." 
"6ilba€b b i t a ^ ilbeet i s a very common alternative 
to baab ilbeet ('the door of the house')... In the great 
1. Monteil. L'Arabe Moderne, p. 229* 
2. Mitchell, op.cit. p. k9* 
H2. 
majority of contexts the' construct and the construction 
with b i t a a ^ may he used •.indifferently." 
Driver discusses modifications to MLA, similar to those 
described by Mitchell, particularly taba or b i t a ' 
"especially when doubt may arise as to which word an 
o 
adjective qualifies." 
TAPES. 
General Considerations. 
In examining the tapes with reference to 'idafa the 
writer had i n mind two considerations. The f i r s t was that 
i f , as seems l i k e l y , 'idafa constructions can grow very 
complex, i t i s probable that the demands of a spoken version 
of the language might lead to some simplification of i t . 
The second was that the majority of 'idafa constructions 
actually encountered are short and simple, usually with 
only two words i n construct with perhaps one adjective. I t 
is probable that the -majority of such phrases could not 
allow of any further simplification, and indeed i f expressed 
otherwise might involve greater complexity. 
The writer has therefore confined his attention to two 
main groups of constructions: 
a) Those which are 'idafa constructions of some complexity 
by virtue of their length, and 
b) those which might have been lengthy 'idafa constructions 
but which have i n some way .been simplified. 
1. Mitchell, op. - c i t . p. 50. 
2. Driver, op* c i t . p. 158. 
43. 
a) Normal 'idafa constructions showing some of their 
"lourdeurs." 
BBC .1/1/4 0 * ^ 1 ^ kOL-VI o-L-^oJt ji^3 
BBC 1/V5 ^ ^ l ^ l ^ l J I £4 f . j ^ us ^ 
BBC 1/7/22 c,jl—" 2ft > 
BBC 2/1/1 J * ^ ^ ' 3*.^ J« e-WUiVl gJlU ^ 
BBC ?/2/2 3^ 121 2*1*VI J ^ J fJuJ 
BBC 2 / V 1 1 JUs VI JiL+JI jJU. 0L&J 
BBC 2/4/12 Commonwealth—H J o 1 ^ ' (an a r t i c l e too many?) 
BBC 2/5/5 (ambiguous?) la-^Jl L L*siJI ^ 
BBC 2/9/6 Mr. Wilson ijjj'l*** (made def. by foreign name) 
BBC, 2/11/12: JU*Jl v > t?» 
BBC 2/13/12-13 J*—J* V > f# J j o* f e i U J l V ^ 1 
(too many articles i n f i r s t construction.) 
BBC 3/1/3 ,>iL.Vl^ Vsl3» J 5 " ^ a. 
UAR 1/1/11 ^^Ol J ^ J l ^ ^Lsi\ *^\ 
UAR 1/17/6 ^UUJI ^ J^LiJ i i ^ J ^ 
UAR 1/23/2 JU« ^ 2±U« ;j..B.*.M SSlkJI L J ^ J ^ °UUjrVai 
UAR 2/8/17 Jkrf o^Jl ^ J l ydi. 
UAR 2/1-3/14 - S*'W^ V» iifcSJI # ^ U JL> 
UAR 2/20/10 Ja* oaJl j ^ A l i . ^  f^-iJl J U J I R ^ 
b) Constructions which in some way avoid or modify the. 
normal 'idafa construction. I t should be noted here that 
any modification may be made by a speaker either consciously 
for the sake of style or unconsciously to simplify his 
speech. The writer cannot presume to judge which i s valid 
for any particular speaker. 
BBC 1/7/25 J-'lj-JI d H « 0 ^  ^J9 Ofj** 
This compares with 1/7/22 quoted above under p), the 
two sentences being used by the same speaker consecutively. 
BBC 2/6/11 J L A J I c , > J J 0\S 
BBC 2/6/15 Jl SjLjf dllA 
Here a normal 'idafa construction i s used but the 
ar t i c l e was about to be added to the penultimate word before 
hesitation and correction to the f i n a l word. 
BBC 2/9/9 o>s°^ > ^ JSU. j& — J 1 —J» Jrt~J» o» 
Hesitation occurs here followed" by a slight rephrasing 
of the sentence. This and other examples suggest that even 
for educated speakers 'idafa constructions do not always 
emerge without a moment or two of thought. 
BBC 2/10/9 CJ**^ J J O" *f 
Here the double use of ^ avoids any more complex 
construction. 
45. • 
BBC 2/11/7 Jl^JI V > - J 1 ^ ' C 1^ 
Another example of self correction. 
BBC 2/13/17 ^ U J I ^ ^ J W; c*^,^ 
An example of the use of J, to break up an 'idafa 
construction - or to continue a sentence where the f i r s t 
part required!, emphasis afforded "by plus the Jussive plus 
an indefinite accusative. 
BBC 2/21A «..UU pa fJSz S^ U^ i l l — J> \ y&t 
The use of ^  here is perhaps unnecessary, "but gives the 
feeling of "breaking up a lengthy 'idafa construction. 
BBC. 3/V5 l*~XJi\ i U J gH-yJUJuh 
BBC 3/7/14 j - i j - J I ^ E > J > J I 
UAR 1/1/13 c s ^ 1 J*>" r- ^  
UAH 1/3/5 SAjh:M e> Max Blank ^ 
Here perhaps the J i s unavoidable after the foreign 
proper name. 
UAR 1/3/12 icUftlJ ^ Ln-VI ^ -UJJ L ^ l i J I e , ^ ! i L f i ^ 
The use of J twice i n order to avoid an otherwise lengthy 
'idafa construction. 
UAR 1 /5/6 dbjl^ u^ - r*Jl u,* SuUJl ^ 
UAR 1/5/18 L j ^ J l ^LT^JI ^ Jcl Jl=y* 
The use of J and ^  to avoid an otherwise complex 
'idafa construction. 
UAR 1/9/7 Harvard ^S3\ ^ U^J eul*l3^ 
Many similar examples occur where the f i n a l element i s 
a place name and is preceded "by • or & or 
UAR 1/9/10 L^oUJl -JUH oii;^4rt>i\ li^i ^ j 
UAR 2 A / 7 o1*^1 o* r^'1* 
UAR 2/8/10 ^'^JV^iJJ ^ JU JLJJLM 3*>J JL.L^-JI Uai 
UAR 2/9/12 UJJB ^A-JJI. ^U;! _. j i ^ j ^ j i U ^ o^U LU J 
'Here is another example of hesitation "by a speaker 
before he postposes the a r t i c l e to i t s correct position. 
bitaa ^  
Usage of the expression (bitaa^) is found 
frequently i n UAR 2 but not apparently i n any of the other 
1 ; 
tapes. 
UAR 2/16/11 f*\~. jS\j *• a*.^ tZ\^S3 
UAR 2/18/11 o ' j ^ 1 V ^ J ^ 1 **** o l > ^ ^ - ^ Ol 
UAR 2/21/15 Ijdcb^ «U::VI D l J >!. 
v 
UAR 2/29/6 e^-U^Jl H^^ -iJl J U S V I ^ L 
UAR 2/36/8 DlaJI acU< U 0 L J » 
1. See Mitchell, op. c i t . p.50 and quotation given above 
p . U 2 . 
hi. 
CHAPTER 5 . 
PERSONAL PRONOUNS. 
GENERAL 
MLA 
In an inflected language such as Russian or MLA the 
indication of Person i s often clear from the verb. "Even 
i f the subject i s not mentioned separately i t i s already 
implicit, i n the verb as a pronoun.'' Consequently the 
personal pronoun i s often used only as a copula - or 
separating pronoun, or "... unlike English a pronoun i s 
usually omitted when i t i s the subject of a verb, except 
2 
when emphasis i s required." 
c o l l . 
I n an uninflected language such as English or c o l l . 
Arabic, the personal pronoun assumes more importance since 
i t i s often required i n order to avoid ambiguity. Use of 
or omission of the personal pronoun can be regarded i n part 
as use of or omission of 'irab or MLA i n general i n one of 
i t s manifestations. Some usages - e.g. copula i n both 
affirmative and interrogative sentences, or for emphasis -
are common to both MLA and c o l l . 
TAPES. 
Examination of the tapes suggests that usage of the 
1. Haywood and Nahmad, op. c i t . p.97* 
2. Abdo, D. A. "A Course i n Modern Standard Arabic", Vol.1, 
Beirut 1962, p. 33» 
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personal pronoun can f a l l into one of four main categories, 
e.g.:- a) copula; b) interrogative (which may he considered! 
a part of a); c) emphasis; d) superfluous. Categories 
c) and d) overlap to some extent since a feature of a 
particular speaker's style may possibly be-counted as either 
superfluous or emphatic, depending on the observer's point 
of view. A further type of "superfluity" may be.described 
as a space f i l l e r . This w i l l be mentioned here but i s 
given f u l l e r treatment i n the chapter entitled "Space 
f i l l e r s . " 
a) Copula. Example's of the personal pronoun as a copula ares 
frequent and require l i t t l e comment, e.g.:-
BBC 1/1/6 ^ Uf y» yJ\ _j 
BBC 1/11/14 jJbJI iAJ ^  M & ^ > lkSi\ *JJ> 
BBC 2/2/5 c—LJI euS^JUi* 0 I diV^ 
BBC 2/k/h iA— ^ 3 i l i J I ^ 1 
BBC 2/11/7 <r«+- y» 1 UJ& asil 
BBC 3/3/8 0 L J LA ... 2JI JUOI j . .. 0 - J L - J l 
BBC 3/12/2 ^aJt y* J^UJl e^-JI 
UAH 1/2/17 ^aJI y» ^ , ^ 1 (JUJI 
. UAH 1/1 6/6 o*-^ y» -P^ ' ^ -^ J l^ 
UAH 2/11/11 4**Jl yrA ^SPJJ ^  ye>£\ Uu > 
k9v 
In t h i s category may he shown a few discrepancies i n . 
the form of non-agreement of copula pronoun with antecedant, 
e.g. :-
BBC 2A / 17 ^"lyk^ UA UJ^ St SySlftJ SJaiJ Ujt 
BBC 2/5/15 jJ*y*3VI J± U*M i=~L>> c-UyUJl > l 
BBC 3 /9/10 r5UJl s#i\3- di»lUJ ^JaJ^  
UAR 1/16/2 r&zi\ jA3 j ^ k J l o-l^ki. ^ 
An occasional example occurs when a copula i s omitted 
i n circumstances where i t might have been expected, e.g. :-
BBC 2/6/2 1 2 - - ^ ^ >VI . 
UAR 1/22/10 . . . . <yy>Us> J i . ^ V W O * 
b) In normal questions of the et«. type, the; 
personal pronoun may be considered as a copula. I t appears 
i n the tapes i n t h i s form, e.g. :-
BBC 2/3/3 fWUdl U 
BBC 2A /13 f ^ j J l ^ o J I ^ L 
BBC 2/5/13 ^ ^ J l L 
BBC 3 / V 5 ^ y J M a* °l a* V» L ; 
BBC 3/12/16 ^J^Jl J»>1 VI ,yh U i j ^ jJI 
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UAR 1/5/15 J-t** o° J * * - VI y> L 
UAR 1/2V8 t r — l J l V * y> l» ^ 
UAR 2/20/2 > UW y» l» 
One example occurs where a question contains an 
incorrect pronoun, which i s however immediately corrected, 
thus:-
BBC 2/20/111 . . . . U j£b <y> U 
c) Emphasis: perhaps i t would he expected that i n those 
discussions and with those speakers where a greater measure 
of 'irab i s observed, use of personal pronouns would be 
more for a definite purpose, e.g. emphasis, and would not 
be merely superfluous. Examples tend to support t h i s : -
BBC 1/1/1II v O1 r-?*" «J Cr^ V *X 
Here the speaker prepares to rephrase the question 
under discussion: 
BBC 1/11/8 Lc,U~ ^pJ Li 
BBC 2/8/12 J j i i o 1 J 1 1 J l ^ 
BBC 2/16/8 .. .. 3 * a* ^Jb Ul 
Here one speaker corrects another by stressing that 
he has already said so-and-so. 
BBC 2/21/11 I j±S y» J * * , 0 t f 
Stressing what he preferred and. emphasising i t s t i l l 
further by saying how much. 
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BBC 3/10/3 2#6L-VI J^oJl & 
BBC 3/13/11 t ^ ' 1 y i 
thus " I have finished so you can go on 
UAR 1/31/11 «*N £ ^ W -^H' 
emphasising that "we do really need i t . . . . " 
UAR 1/28/8 ji^J* *=- <y> U3> «^ a; o , 4 r ^ 
d) Superfluous. By far the largest category appears to 
he usage of the personal pronoun which seems to he super-
fluous. Here the writer must stress again that some 
examples which he has suggested as belonging to t h i s 
category might equally "belong to category c ) , i.e. that... 
they form an important part of the speaker's style. The 
dividing l i n e i s particularly d i f f i c u l t to draw i n BBC 1, 
and to a sl i g h t l y lesser extent i n BBC 3* 
BBC 1/5/8 1 tt-Aj 
Here the pronoun ti o l appears to he unnecessary. The 
example is not s t r i c t l y relevant, however, since i t i s 
quoted from a l i t e r a r y work. 
BBC 1/8/6 ^J) 
Here possibly superfluous, but equally possibly emphatic* 
BBC 1/11/16 0°l JS*1 U ^ J l i - l I* 3 JASX IHIIFI 
Throughout the tapes there are very few examples where 
52; 
» to J 
i s used without a pronoun, hut equally very few 
examples where the meaning would he ambiguous without i t . 
BBC 3/5/3 .-. . LJ &i ^  — U» - o=~_ 
BBC 3/6/2 y& J>J» o"1 ef 'y 1 
BBC 3/9/17 # j& JU SyS^Jl j ^ J i 
In the UAR tapes' i t appears that the number of super-
fluous usages i s larger. This may he partly attributable 
to the fact that since the language i s less inflected 
generally 9 the use of personal pronouns i s more widespread! 
generally, and they tend to be included whether or not the 
meaning would be ambiguous without them. In other words 
the greatest area of ambiguity i s i n the Perfect singular 
and personal pronouns are usually used to minimise i t . When 
personal pronouns are used to the same extent i n the plural 
they appear superfluous,since i n the plural possible 
ambiguity i s much less. 
UAR 1. 
In UAR 1 there i s , with other features, a difference 
between the introduction, and the interview. In the former 
the Interviewer appears to indulge i n no unnecessary use of 
the personal pronoun: two straightforward copulas occur. 
In the interview the Interviewer changes and seems to use 
more personal pronouns than are necessary, e.g. :-
UAR 1/1 0/12 LL>~~ LL»1 ty*i ZL£SJ\ \J&*\ c-J» 
UAR 1/21/12 t_y*r^ ^  ^ UacL-* 
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UAR 1/26/16 Uliliii U*J 0 \ i i i s j l * - , ^ U**i U 
UAR 1/30/5 • • • • »S13JW ^  w t ? ^ 
UAR 1/12/7 . j * - - ^ LL».\ 0» ai i l L I 
The Interviewee tends to use very few personal pronouns 
which can safely he categorized as superfluous. 
UAR 2 . 
In UAR 2 more examples of superfluity are found, e.g.:-
UAR 2/h/h L^J ^ 
UAR Z/h/8 L ' l j * \JS \*>J 
UAR 2/8 A tS+U ^ 
UfiR 2/9/14 V-OJU U*U 
UAR 2/10/111 ^5Sr o^Lt-l -^1 
Since i t i s very d i f f i c u l t to accurately assess whether 
use of a personal pronoun i n any particular place i s for 
emphasis, style, or i s superfluous, i t i s impossible to 
indicate accurately the frequency of superfluous as opposed! 
to emphatic cases. Nevertheless i t seems worthwhile to 
suggest that whereas i n BBC 1 and BBC 3 hardly any examples 
of superfluity seem to occur, i n BBC 2 a few apparently clear 
examples, do occur, and i n UAR 1 the Interviewer (although not 
the Interviewee) uses frequent examples, as do both p a r t i c i -
pants i n UAR 2 to an even greater extent. 
5k. 
General. 
Radio Needs. 
I t i s possible that the requirements of radio broad-
casting involve some modification or adaptation - whether 
conscious or not - of MLA and c o l l . I t could be suggested! 
that the l i t e r a r y &\ (and t*\ * U-<*\ etc.) has been largely 
replaced by the personal pronoun as a sentience starter. 
This could p a r t i a l l y account for an increase of personal 
pronouns i n comparison with a similar l i t e r a r y text. 
Additionally, where speakers are v i s i b l e face to face, 
gestures too are v i s i b l e and ambiguity is less: l i k e l y to 
occur through any lack of personal pronouns. In order to 
avoid or at least minimise ambiguity for the unseen and 
unseeing listeners an increase In personal pronouns and 
forms of address such as etc., might be expected. 
How far this i s either true,or i f true the result of a 
conscious ef f o r t on the part of broadcasters^ i s not possible 
to judge. 
CHAPTER 6. 
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RELATIVE PRONOUNS. 
FORM. 
In M.L.A. the form of the Relative Pronoun i s : 
0af\ Masc. Sing. 
I Pern. Sing. 
^aJ I Masc. Plur. 
(Dual and feminine plural forms exist hut their incidence i s 
relatively infrequent.) 
2 
In c o l l . the form of the Relative Pronoun i s most 
commonly : jjlM 
In the tapes each speaker appears to use either the 
MLA or the c o l l . form, hut not a mixture of both. This i s 
not to say that speakers do not make occasional "lapses" 
into the other form. 
BBC 1 . 
In BBC 1 a l l speakers use the MLA form throughout. 
BBC 2 . 
In BBC 2 a l l speakers use MLA form almost always. The 
five., "lapses" into colloquial are made by three speakers: 
BBC 2/5/16 A jJUJ 2*l*J' J j c J* 
BBC 2/7/8 A ^ J l o J s l j\3d\ <y> 
1 • Haywood and Nahmad, pp 284 
2. e.g. Mitchell, p.103; Rice and Sa:Ed, p.182; Prayha, p.254. 
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BBC 2/12/8 K Jll-VI \* Jj JA\ ikidl 
BBC 2/1V1 Z Ji\ ^ o * j J l v - ^ 1 J 1 I ^ J L ^ 
(Mr. Wilson) OJ-^J -r 1-^ 3 1 
BBC 2/16/16 A v > Jfc)j&?AV 2J* <j ^  
K who appeared i n tape BBC 1 without a "lapse" - i n respect 
of relative pronouns - here makes one "lapse" into c o l l . ; i n 
BBC 3 he makes two such "lapses." 
BBC 3 . 
In BBC 3 again there are only f i v e uses of the c o l l . 
form; e.g.: 
BBC 3/6/6 A w J}\ jJUJl g ^ J l j 
BBC 3/9/H2 K 0^t Jfc\ 
BBC 3/2/15 K j«luJI <Ju> 
In the last example the MLA and c o l l . forms exist 
almost side by side. 
The examples of use of c o l l . i n the BBC tapes suggest 
that some speakers may be speaking a form of language 
different from their usual form. They can occasionally 
"lapse" into their usual form when under pressure of time, 
emotion, speed, fear of interruption, etc. 
UAR 1. 
In UAR 1 three patterns are apparent, 
l ) The interviewer i n the introduction (which i s probably 
read from a prepared script) uses MLA exclusively: 
e.g.: UAR 1/3/3 U»i S%R 0.3 
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2) The interviewer i n the interview uses c o l l . exclusively; 
e.g.:* UAR 1/12/8 cJlkij ^ ^ U ^ & ^ J I 
3) The interviewee i n the interview uses MLA throughout 
except for two examples, v i z : -
UAR 1/19/8 J ^ ^ J I ^ \±a 
UAR 1/20/12 UJ* j*i>. <-> 5Jt>& 
UAR 2. 
I n UAR 2 two patterns are observable: 
1) I n the introduction the interviewer uses MIA throughout. 
With special reference to relative pronouns, i n fact only 
two examples - both MLA - are used, and i t i s arguable 
whether a pattern can be said to be indicated by two 
examples. 
2) In the interview i t s e l f both interviewer and interviewee 
use c o l l . almost exclusively. Exceptions - and there 
are only two - are: 
UAR 2/V12 J2~" J y u^. 
UAR 2/5/1 0\S J}\ UJJI JUI 
I t is perhaps d i f f i c u l t to suggest why two "lapses" : 
should have occured i n the reverse direction - i.e. from 
c o l l . into MLA. Perhaps the best explanation i s that the. 
speaker slows his speech to emphasise a particular point and 
elevates his language to MLA for additional emphasis. 
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Here again i t i s perhaps worth pointing out that the 
interviewee i s a c r i t i c , a poet and a man of l e t t e r s , yet 
he makes very l i t t l e apparent attempt to speak MLA. This 
i s i n pronounced contrast to the scientist i n UAH 1 who 
appears to he consciously trying to. speak a good form of 
MLA. Possibly the very fact that the scientist's speech 
i s slower, more deliberate and more precise suggests that 
he i s i n fact less spontaneously sure of himself i n MLA; 
his efforts to speak i t must always be conscious. 
In the tapes under discussion there was no opportunity 
to observe the possible use of tsj.^-" since no groups of 
female human beings have been involved. 
USAGE - £>'vJI 
"When the relative pronoun refers to any part of the. 
relative sentence which follows except the subject, i t must 
be repeated by an attached pronoun known as the or tf^j 
returner The uJlsmay be omitted, especially i n 
Modern Arabic where the meaning i s clear. I n Classical 
Arabic i t i s frequently omitted after ^ and t> 
In the vast majority of cases i n the tapes rules f o r 
the £f?\j seem to be observed as i n MLA, whether the pronoun 
used i s MLA or c o l l . The half dozen or so examples of • 
apparent omission of the gt-^j could be classed more as mistakes 
1. Haywood and Nahmad, p. 285* 
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rather than as an indication of a pattern. (Some of these 
occurrences: could he attributable to faulty hearing of the 
tape at points where two or more voices together make 
accurate analysis particularly d i f f i c u l t . ) 
The speaker Z in Tape BBC 2 appears to make more 
"mistakes" than any other individual speaker, e.g.: 
BBC 2/2/7 o^j^ (J^) o^c^ 1 • • • ^ LUu; V» 
BBC 2/2/13 Wilson / o.^1 V ^ 1 
which can be compared with the same speaker i n 
BBC 2/3/1 J*S UnW tyJl Ui~U-
A similar comparison can be made between omission i n 
UAR 2/16/5 I / J> e-tf j b l I J . 
and inclusion i n 
UAR 2/19/10 1 0\ J L I 
In a l l the examples where omission of the has 
occurred, i t cannot be said that the meaning i s unclear. 
Thus for "mistakes" or "lapses" i t would be perhaps better 
to use the term "inconsistencies." 
Examples occur where the r e l . pron. i s used to introduce 
a new idea rather than qualify a theme already introduced; 
the antecedent i s thus understood rather than stated, e.g.:-
BBG 2/1/14 Z * v ^ J l 0\ <£,JL». ^ j J l ^ S ^ 
L'jjx £ •. * L~l yp\ SsL*e j j 
BBC 2/9/17 Z ^ 0 l dLJj 4Jkj«±»JL» u.^^ 
60. 
INTERROGATIVE. 
The interrogative version with ^ occurs twice i n BBC 1 
BBC 1/1/7 **** ^ 
BBC 1/1/8 j UT ^  ,y a>l ^ JLJl 
This contrasts with other interrogatives using the relative 
pronoun, e.g.: 
BBC 2/V13 *#*15 t^aJl ^ uJI U 
which w i l l he treated more practicably under Interrogatives. 
An example occurs where by the use of JS as the only 
antecedant the relative pronoun appears; stronger than i n the 
examples BBC 2/1/1.4 / 2/9/17 above. 
BBC 2/8/h a^stP * r ^ 1 Ol J f j 
In other cases the antecedant i s strengthened by a 
pronoun, demonstrative or personal, serving as a copula, e.g. 
BBC 2/5/7 UJ>y *±* J* ^ 
BBC 3/12/2 I^J^Jl y.aJJy* J<*liJI g^-JI ^ 
UAR 1/1/8 J-iU ^J l vilL" liyb*l\ 6W0» 
UAR 1/2/17 \J\ ^ oH ^UJI 
UAR 1/1V6 ^Ui J ^ J . 0 t f gU» y> «J f ^-i3l 
The ultimate antecedant i s of course clear and the, 
pronoun which serves as the direct antecedant i s an emphatic 
form of copula. 
A reversal of copula and r e l . pron. takes place i n 
BBC 3 / 6 /6 **** y* tyU* ^JUJl ^ L ^ J I ^ ^ I / j ' l i 
6 1 . 
CHAPTER 7 » 
THE INTERROGATIVE. 
MLA. 
" I n the w r i t t e n language, ques t ions are i n t r o d u c e d by 
B S C 
e i t h e r o f the p a r t i c l e s J * or » . . . . . . I n spoken A r a b i c * 
these i n t e r r o g a t i v e p a r t i c l e s are almost never used, t he 
1 
i n t e r r o g a t i o n be ing i n d i c a t e d by the tone o f v o i c e . " 
C o l l . 
" I t i s o f t e n assumed t h a t i n t e r r o g a t i o n r e l a t e s e x c l u s i v e l y 
t o the seeking o f i n f o r m a t i o n , b u t i t should be remembered 
t h a t the term i s a grammatical one and t h a t i n genera l usage 
i n t e r r o g a t i v e sentences may no t o n l y serve t o e l i c i t i n f o r -
m a t i o n , b u t a l so i n the na tu r e o f sugges t ions , exclamations;, 
t h r e a t s , gestures o f p o l i t e n e s s , requests f o r i n s t r u c t i o n s o r 
f o r advice or he lp and so on . . . I n genera l (between A r a b i c 
and E n g l i s h ) correspondence o f f u n c t i o n may be e s t a b l i s h e d 
between the two languages." ' 
"An A r a b i c sentence, a f f i r m a t i v e or n e g a t i v e , may a l so 
be used as a ques t ion by v a r y i n g the i n t o n a t i o n . 
" I n t e r r o g a t i v e sentences are a l so marked as such by the. 
presence o f one o f a s e r i e s o f s p e c i f i c i n t e r r o g a t i v e 
2 
p a r t i c l e s , which a r e . . . " 
" I n ask ing a ques t ion the v o i c e i s r a i s e d w i t h o u t any 
1 • Haywood and Nahmgd, op. c i t . p . 29 . 
2 . M i t c h e l l , o p . c i t . pp; 112-119. 
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change i n words ( I n l i t e r a r y Arab ic the ques t ion i s 
i n t r o d u c e d by J-* or ' )V" 
I n D r i v e r , Frayha , and Rice and Said the re i s no 
s p e c i a l t rea tment o f the I n t e r r o g a t i v e and no mention o f 
the p a r t i c l e s J-* o r ' . 
I n the tapes under examinat ion -examples are found o f 
b o t h MLA and c o l l . I n t e r r o g a t i v e f o r m s . Many o f the 
quest ions asked r e l y more on i n t o n a t i o n than on any change 
o f word order or any a d d i t i o n a l I n t e r r o g a t i v e word . 
MT.A T T O P M R -
The MLA f o r m ^Jjb i s found f r e q u e n t l y , p a r t i c u l a r l y i n 
BBC 2 and i n UAR 1 . I t does no t seem t o occur i n BBC 1 
more than th ree t i m e s , i n BBC 3 more than once and i n 
UAR 2 no t a t a l l . Sometimes i t occurs i n d i r e c t and -
sometimes i n i n d i r e c t ques t ions , e . g . : -
BBC 1 . '• ' • • 
BBC 1 / 8 / 7 i n d i r e c t . S i -W <j tzJSizX^jb J * « l ^ i l l i - l 
BBC 1 / 8 / 8 d i r e c t (double) . . . . S * ^ U I ^ ^jz < i * JJ» 
BBC 1 / 8 / 1 7 i n d i r e c t ^ * J I & e-»>. ji «_J£H « UA JJ* <^~£j 
(double) p ^ s ' t Y ' 
' s 
I t i s perhaps w o r t h n o t i n g t h a t a l l t h r e e cases o f J-* 
i n BBC 1 occur i n the one speech, a l l are concerned w i t h 
1 . Van Ess, o p . c i t . p . 1 3 . 
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t r a n s l a t i o n o f c l a s s i c a l works and a l l are concerned w i t h 
the "big ques t ion o f whether these works were t r a n s l a t e d f r o m 
Arab i c e . g . i n t o mediaeval L a t i n or whether they were 
t r a n s l a t e d f r o m the o r i g i n a l Greek. The speaker ( t h e 
chairman) i s . s t r e s s i n g the- impor tance o f the ques t ion i t s e l f . 
He appa ren t ly f i n d s t h i s emphasis bes t conveyed by the use 
o f J-* . 
BBC 2 . 
I n BBC 2 where t he re i s i n genera l cons ide rab ly more 
c o l l . usage than i n BBC 1 , J-* i s used n o . l e s s than 10 t i m e s , 
again f o r the most p a r t by the chairman,. K . 
BBC 2/7/k J » « U M J L * J I U > ( V ^ e ^ U u V l J, < U J V » JJ> 
BBC 2 / 1 8 / 7 . . . «sJU» o l ^ J-*. 
. BBC 2 / 1 9 / 1 6 J ^ ^ J j k 
Probably a good reason f o r t he f r e q u e n t use ot^ja> by K 
i s t h a t he i s the chairman o f t he d i s cus s ion g roup , t he 
ques t i on master . I t i s des i r ab l e t h a t b o t h the p a r t i c i p a n t s 
i n the d i scuss ion and the l i s t e n e r s - who cannot see ges tu res , 
nor d i s c e r n minor i n t o n a t i o n a l d i f f e r e n c e s - should be 
a b s o l u t e l y c l e a r about t he f o r m and content o f ques t ions . 
K seems t o t h i n k t h a t the use o f (Ja> i s a good method o f 
making ques t ions c l e a r . By the same c r i t e r i o n the re would 
be l i t t l e p o i n t i n a t t e m p t i n g t o use the MLA i n t e r r o g a t i v e 
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p a r t i c l e I f s ince t h i s can e a s i l y "be l o s t i n a g e s t u r e , a 
g run t or a movement o f an o b j e c t on the microphone t a b l e . 
The p a r t i c l e 1 does no t appear t o be used anywhere i n the 
t apes , p robab ly f o r reasons o f a v o i d i n g a m b i g u i t y . 
BBC 5 . 
BBC 3 / 5 / 1 7 • O1 J ± c r ^ 
BBC 3/13/1+ L>ai»/L?J*ao ^1 JcL^JI Zr*\su> l»a5» J^J l JJ» 
UAR 1 . 
UAR 1 / 1 2 / 1 6 itf U L-.^ JU dJ 0 dL» Ji JJ> 
UAR 1 / 1 5 / 1 1 ^ J ^ S L«a; ^ j ^ d b j l d - J_&i 
UAR 1 /29 /1 jj*z 0\ JJJJ ^ J-ft3 
What i s no tewor thy here i s t h a t these uses o f J-* (and 
some f i v e o the r s ) emerge f r o m the mouth o f t he i n t e r v i e w e r 
who o therwise f o l l o w s a minimum o f MLA usage. Perhaps f o r 
the same reasons as K i n BBC 1 and BBC 2 she wishes t o be 
a consc i en t ious ques t ion master and cons iders t h a t t h e bes t 
way t o do so i s t o use J-* • I t i s perhaps a f e a t u r e which 
r a d i o i n t e r v i e w e r s consc ious ly t r y t o use f o r the sake o f 
c l a r i t y . 
I t i s e q u a l l y no tewor thy t h a t the I n t e r v i e w e r i n UAR 2 
does not use i t - i . e . J A , bu t the re i s perhaps another/ 
reason f o r t h i s . I n UAR 1 the I n t e r v i e w e r has the 
d i s t i n c t i o n o f be ing a woman t a l k i n g t o a man. She f e e l s 
ab le t o address many quest ions t o h im f a i r l y d i r e c t l y u s i n g 
Of 3 - e " ? » 
f J-» o r ? ei 'or »tbjU« JL.1 - as w e l l as t he more impersonal 
ques t ions o f the f i r s t person p l u r a l f o r m l i k e o*C«^ » * T ^ J ' 
The I n t e r v i e w e r i n UAR 2 i s a man address ing a second.man 
o f apparen t ly more e x a l t e d s t a t u s . The I n t e r v i e w e r , out 
o f respec t f o r the I n t e r v i e w e e ' s g r e a t e r s t a tu s or l e a r n i n g , 
poses many more ques t ion i n the f i r s t person p l u r a l , and 
perhaps considers t h e d i r e c t ques t ion t oo b l u n t . Even h i s 
ques t ions i n t roduced by ^lare preceded by the f i r s t person 
p l u r a l phrase , e . g . : -
UAR 2/13/12. ^ 1 e ^ U J U & ' l *1*J \L\ 
I n the BBC tapes the f e e l i n g seems t o be t h a t K i s much more 
o f an equal w i t h h i s p a r t i c i p a n t s and i s i n f a c t r e f e r r e d t o 
as £ JliJVl (BBC 3 / 1 0 / 8 ) . He takes an a c t i v e p a r t i n the 
d i s c u s s i o n , bu t guides i t s course f i r m l y . The d i f f e r e n t 
r o l e s seem t o be r e f l e c t e d t o some extent i n t h e f o r m o f 
ques t ions asked, bu t how f a r t h i s would be found g e n e r a l l y 
i n Radio A r a b i c would r e q u i r e examinat ion o f more than the 
present f i v e tapes w i t h the t h r e e i n t e r v i e w e r s . 
Double Ques t ions . 
" f] = "or" i n a double q u e s t i o n . " 
I n the examples a l ready g i v e n t o i l l u s t r a t e the use o f 
J - f t i t w i l l have been n o t i c e d t h a t some double ques t ions are 
1 • Haywood and Nahmad, op. c i t . p . 1+28. 
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i n t r o d u c e d by r*l ( e . g . BBC 1/8/8 , BBC 1/8/1 7 , BBC 2 / l / h ) 
w h i l e o the r s are i n t r o d u c e d by j\ ( e . g . BBC 2 /19 /16 , BBC 
3 / 1 3 A ) . 
Other MLA forms i n t r o d u c e d by i n t e r r o g a t i v e pronouns 
g i v e n i n Haywood and Nahmad occur i n a l l t apes , e . g . : -
BBC 1/6/18 . ' WjJ JLV JUJI l iolLUl 'At ji. »JL 
BBC 1 /9 /10 e .V^U- J ^ . ^ . 
BBC 1 / 7 / 9 ^ j L j V l * - ^ ^ 
BBC 2/1 6 / 9 ^ J j« . . ,H U 
BBC 2 / 2 2 A " ' " «y d j , 
UAR 1/2U/8 ^aJI ^ j j J I y> 
UAR 1/28/6 J^oH dJL* ^ ^ ^ 
The f o r m 'JU does n o t seem t o occur i n the UAR tapes 
and the use o f u,1 i n an i n t e r r o g a t i v e sense does no t occur 
i n the BBC tapes., The l a t t e r occurs f r e q u e n t l y i n t he UAE 
tapes meaning "what?" r a t h e r than the IflLA "which?" , appear ing 
i n b o t h d i r e c t and i n d i r e c t ques t ions , e . g . : -
UAR 1/22/2 2*5^1 SSlkJI -J\ 
UAR 1 / 3 5 / 1 2 ^ i U » &^ j ^ 
UAR 2/8/1U * d^s; J 
UAR 2 / 3 0 / 3 C ^ U U J I . . . d j l , ^ J 
1 . Haywood and Nahmad, op. c i t . p . 8 2 . 
2 . M i t c h e l l does no t i nc lude i t i n h i s l i s t o f i n t e r r o g a t i v e 
words , op. c i t . p . 115. 
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DETONATION. 
Apar t f r o m the ques t ions i n t r o d u c e d by the o b v i o u s l y 
i n t e r r o g a t i v e words , which have been discussed a t l e n g t h , 
a l a r g e group o f ques t ions i s i n d i c a t e d by v a r i a t i o n s o f 
i n t o n a t i o n , something which can o n l y be a f e a t u r e o f c o l l . 
even when a p p l i e d t o m a t e r i a l which i s o therwise MI*A. 
Examples are c l e a r when spoken and hea rd , b u t , when w r i t t e n , 
can on ly be i n d i c a t e d by u s ing a ques t ion mark, and some-
t imes t o some ex ten t by the c o n t e x t , e . g . : -
BBC 2 / 6 / 5 Y I OA 
BBC 3 / 1 1 / 1 5 
BBC 3 / 1 V 1 2 ^ So*!, U5" J^S» 
.UAR 1/32/111 ? 3 jSi Uja; SIIJJU-, j as; 
UAR 2 / 2 5 / 8 Y v - J l t c J 8 ^ *» 
UAR 2 / 2 5 / 1 0 f d l - l ^ j 6L?I <y 
UAR 2 A 7 / 1 2 T^ la JU C - r - J l 
An ex tens ion o f t h i s can be seen in~ the use o f some 
forms o f address, e . g . : -
BBC 1 /1 /10 ? cr* 1 J-^'J- 'J 
" . . . would my b r o t h e r be k i n d enough t o . . . " 
BBC 1 / 1 / 1 6 f ' 
" . . . have you a n y t h i n g t o s a y . . . ? " 
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CHAPTER 8. 
THE IMPERFECT• 
The p o s s i b l e avenues o f research on the Imper fec t a r e 
m a n i f o l d and the present w r i t e r has been unable t o do more 
than cover some aspects o f i t s morphology. Other aspects 
which seem wor thy o f a t t e n t i o n cou ld i n c l u d e : t he temporal 
l i m i t a t i o n s o f v e r b a l aspects , i . e . whether verbs i n MLA 
A r a b i c , and i f so how, and what i n f l u e n c e s have made them 
so; the importance or l a c k o f i t o f t he v a r i o u s moods o f 
the Impe r f ec t i n MLA and c o l l . , whether i n c o l l . any v e s t i g e 
o f the s u b j u n c t i v e remains . 
THE IMPERFECT. 
FORM. 
1MLA d i s t i n g u i s h e s between th ree moods., o f the I m p e r f e c t , 
namely the I n d i c a t i v e , the S u b j u n c t i v e , and the Ju s s iv e . 
These are d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e c h i e f l y i n t he s i n g u l a r by the 
f i n a l v o w e l , i . e ; : - ° 
and c o l l . are any more t ime conscious than i n c l a s s i c a l 
Juss ive 
I n d i c a t i v e ; 
Sub junc t ive 
1 . For a f u l l t rea tment o f the I m p e r f e c t and i t s moods, see: 
Haywood and Nahmad, chapters 1U, 15 and 16. 
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and i n the p l u r a l "by. omiss ion o f o a f t e r l o n g vowels t o 
f o r m p a r t s o f the Sub junc t ive and J u s s i v e , t h u s : -
I n d i c a t i v e Sub junc t i ve Juss ive 
3 m. 
3 f . 
2 m. 
2 f . 
1 m 
and f . J 
/ P 0 • 
• 
The f i n a l vowel o f the s i n g u l a r and the f i r s t person p l u r a l 
i s no t u s u a l l y i n d i c a t e d i n p r i n t e d t e x t s * 
C o l l . appears t o have no more than one f o r m o f the; 
I m p e r f e c t . M i t c h e l l g ive s on ly the one f o r m and observes 
no d i f f e r e n c e i n the p l u r a l between the masculine and 
f e m i n i n e o f the second and t h i r d persons . H i s paradigm f o r 
i s t h u s : 
S ing . 3 m. y i k t i b 
3 f . t l i k t i b 
2 m. t & k t i b 
2 f . . t i £ k t £ b i 
P I . 3 y i k t i b u 
2 t i k t i i b u 
1 n £ k t i b 
1: Sakt ib 
There i s thus no f o r m ending i n 03— o r o*— a s t h e r e 
i s i n MLA. There, i s . no r e f e r ence t o Sub junc t ive o* 
Jus s ive . 1 
\ . M i t c h e l l , o p . c i t . p . 73. 
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Rice and Said s i m i l a r l y r e f e r s imply t o the P r e f i x 
Tense:, w i t h o u t r e fe rence t o v a r i a t i o n s in.moods.. . Frayha 
l i k e w i s e g ives a paradigm f o r the I m p e r f e c t i n one i n v a r i a b l e 
f o r m . 2 
D r i v e r g ives a s i m i l a r paradigm, bu t observes: 
"The f a l l a h i n have a l s o , as: i n the p e r f e c t s p e c i a l f e m i n i n e 
t e r m i n a t i o n s i n the 3rd and 2nd p e r s . p l u r . , w i t h o r w i t h o u t 
the vowel i , which draw t h e accent on t o the s y l l a b l e 
immediate ly p reced ing the t e r m i n a t i o n : -
yud rub in o r yudrubn = they ( f ) s t r i k e 
tudrubn or tud rubn = you ( f ) s t r i k e " ^ 
TAPES. 
The tapes under d i scuss ion show cons iderab le v a r i a t i o n 
between the forms o f t he Impe r f ec t o f MLA and c o l l . 
I t might perhaps be expected t h a t where Nunat ion i s ; 
f a i r l y w i d e l y observed, then o ther forms o f ' i r a a b such as: 
v e r b a l i n f l e x i o n might be found a l s o . We have a l r eady seen 
t h a t t he BBC tapes and p a r t i c u l a r l y BBC 1 show the g r e a t e s t 
inc idence o f Nunat ion and the same can be s a i d o f v e r b a l 
i n f l e x i o n . I n o the r words, i t i s i n BBC 1 t h a t t h e g rea t e s t 
s i m i l a r i t y t o MLA i s observable as f a r as moods o f t h e 
I m p e r f e c t are concerned. 
1 . Rice and S a i d , o p . c i t . p . hi and p . 5 6 . 
2 . Frayha , o p . c i t . p . 262. 
3« D r i v e r , o p . c i t . p . k9» 
7 1 ; 
I n commenting on the Imper fec t fo rms l i k e 
l i 
are i n c l u d e d a l though they are d e a l t w i t h under the 
chapters on "Space F i l l e r s " , "Forms o f Address" e t c . By 
the same token i s a l so counted as an I m p e r f e c t 
a l though t h i s i s almost never i n f l e c t e d . 
BBC 1 . 
I n BBC 1 f r e q u e n t examples- o f the I m p e r f e c t f u l l y 
i n f l e c t e d f o r i t s d i f f e r e n t moods can be seen, e . g . : -
BBC 1 / 1 / 2 3 m . s . I n d i e . j£\lt jlsCy U^>^» JiLJI <JLA ^ ^ { l i 
( I n t h i s example can he seen the i ncons i s t ency where t h e 
f i r s t verb uses pause v o w e l l i n g w h i l e the second does n o t . ) 
BBC 1 / 2 / 1 l . p l . I h d i c . 0\ J ^ j ^ o i V I <y 
BBC 1 / 2 / 3 2 . f . s . J u s s . Jw^uJaJVl J ^ 'jb 
BBC 1 / 5 / 2 1 s. I n d i e . ILJs *JS.V*1 jQ3 
BBC 1 / 7 / 2 1 3 m . p l . I h d i c . ^ 0 U j j J I * j 
BBC 1 / 2 / 1 0 3 m . s . I n d i e . ( P a s s . ) tU u^L" 0 ° 1 -^111^  
* 1 p i . S u h j . ( A c t . ) 
BBC 1 / 1 1 / 4 3 m . s . S u b j . u y j l J j . ^ J^ s 
BBC 1 / 1 1 / 5 3 m.s .Juss . v l ^ - . - '.<• ^ 
There are a l so examples, o f n o n - i n f l e c t e d Imper fec t v e r b s 
1 
where the mood i s i nd i ca t ed , by the con tex t o r c o n s t r u e t i o n : -
i . I t should be no ted t h a t i n these as i n any o ther t apes , a 
° f o r m ending w i t h sukun on the f i n a l l e t t e r , c o u l d e q u a l l y 
be a c o r r e c t l y v o w e l l e d MLA Jus s ive , o r a c o r r e c t l y 
v o w e l l e d c o l l . I m p e r f e c t o f any mood. 
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BBC 1/2/1 k 3 m.s .Juss . . . . . pL-J» u p I i f S ^ O ^ ^ 
BBC 1/5/23 3 m . s . Ind i c . . O t f 1 •** 
BBC 1/8/3 3 m . s . I n d i c . Ui 
(Compare t h i s example w i t h BBC 1/1/2 quoted, above) 
BBC 1/10/1 3 m . s . S u b j . t^wj^ o*' • • • * 5* u" 
BBC 1/8/10 3 m . s . I n d i c . UJ* j l l l , ^ t f - 2L-JJ1 
The 3 P - p l . f o r m o f the I n d i c a t i v e ending i n 03^-which 
i s found i n MLA and not i n c o l l . appears f r e q u e n t l y i n BBC 1 . 
The 16 examples; o f p i . Impe r f ec t verbs appear as c o r r e c t MLA 
f o r m s , e . g . : -
BBC 1 /1 / l i l - 3 m . p i . I n d i e . ^ J J U V I ^ V ^ j y ^ °JS* ^ 
BBC 1/5/6 3 m . p l . I n d i e . . . . . U J ^ ^ I ^ , j - U I 
BBC 1/6/16 3 m . p l . I n d i e . . . . . I a S ^ £ j c * & 
BBC 2 . 
I n comparison w i t h BBC 1 , BBC 2 can be, c h a r a c t e r i s e d as 
c o n t a i n i n g markedly fewer examples, o f i n f l e c t e d I m p e r f e c t s . 
I n the p l u r a l t he d i f f e r e n c e s o f mood are s t i l l observed 
s ince the; 03— endings, o f the I n d i c a t i v e are r e t a i n e d . I n 
the s i n g u l a r there are few examples o f d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n 
between I n d i c a t i v e and S u b j u n c t i v e . Examples o f t h e Juss ive 
are observed, e . g . w i t h the p a r t i c l e ^ b u t i t i s o f t e n 
imposs ib le t o say whether the MLA Juss ive f o r m i s used 
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consc ious ly or whether , i t i s the c o l l . . Imper fec t ending- i n 
sukun. 
BBC 2 / 2 / 1 7 3 m . s . I n d i e . ( M L A ) 
+ 3 m . s . S u b j . ( c o l l . ) 
BBC 2 / V 8 3 m.s . I n d i e . 
BBC 2 / 1 3 / 9 1 s. I n d i e . 
BBC 2/11/10 3 m . s . I n d i e . ( c o l l . ) 
+ 3 m.s .Suhj . (MLA) 
+ 3 m.s .Suhj . (MLA) 
BBC 2/9/10 3 f . s . Juss . 
+ 3 f . s . Juss . 
BBC 2 / 9 / 1 6 3 m . p l * I n d i e . 
BBC 2 / 1 5 A 3 m . p l . I n d i e . 
+ 3 m . p l . I n d i e . 
BBC 2/12/15 3 m . p l . S u b j . 
BBC 2/12/111 3 m . p l . Juss:. 
+ 3 m . p l . S u b j . 
BBC 2 / 5 / 3 1 s . I n d i e ( c o l l . ) 
+ 3 m . p l . Juss . 
o * 9 
e I .^ 1 . . . y . . . a: ^ 
^ ^ 
BBC 3 . 
L i k e BBC 2 , BBC 3 con ta ins a much h igher percentage o f 
I m p e r f e c t verbs, v o w e l l e d l i k e c o l l . r a t h e r than MLA. The 
m a j o r i t y o f the examples, vowe l l ed l i k e MLA i n the s i n g u l a r 
seem t o be so f a r a s p e c i a l purpose - l a r g e l y f o r emphasis. 
For the p l u r a l the d i s t i n c t i o n between the moods i s s t i l l 
ma in t a ined . 
Ih. 
BBC 3 / 1 / 8 3 f . s . I n d i e . ^ j i i J ^ J - l y d \ e . 1 > J » 
Here the tempo i s slow and d e l i b e r a t e . These are t h e 
speaker 's f i r s t words t o i n t r o d u c e h i s theme. 
BBC 3/2/6 1 p i . I h d i c . '0£> & CA^1 j - i j - J l lift & 
+ 3 m . s . S u b j . C*1./;1 l» &JU> 
Emphasis i n making a p o i n t i s shown by g i v i n g the S u b j u n c t i v e 
v o w e l l i n g and f o l l o w i n g i t w i t h the o b j e c t s o f c l e a r l y 
nunated i n t he A c c u s a t i v e . 
BBC 3 / 3 / 1 0 1 s. I n d i e . J ^ J I 0 1 J / » ^ ^ J ^ L .IJLA ^ 
+ I s . S u b j . •JS 'U* 
Here t he re i s a s p e c i f i c p o i n t t o be made and t h e r e i s the 
knowledge t h a t a phrase l i k e ^1 j^t ought t o be f o l l o w e d 
by the S u b j u n c t i v e . Pos s ib ly t h e f i n a l damma on j j l might 
have been expected t o o . 
BBC 3 / 6 / 1 1 1 s . I n d i e . ( c o l l . ) 0 \ ^ U P - V I JiViJl jg fc tdJ i J j 
+ 3 m.s .Subj . (MLA) M ^a**y 
T h i s i s the l a s t sentence o f a speech and appears t o be a 
c a r e f u l summing u p , s l i g h t l y emphasised by MLA v o w e l l i n g . 
BBC 3 / 1 1 / 2 1 s . m d i c . j g l ^ C^l j l \ 
\ + 1 s. I n d i e . -
+ 3 m . s . I n d i e . 
Ment ion o f a h a d l t h b r i n g s about a s l i g h t e l e v a t i o n o f 
language and MLA i s used t o convey t h i s . Nuna t ion and v e r b a l 
i n f l e x i o n b o t h suggest t h i s . 
75. 
BBC 3/5/12 3 m . p l . S u b j . 
BBC 3 / 7 / 7 3 m . p l . I n d i e . 
BBC 3/14/5 3 m . p l . I r i d i c . 
y v» / 9 
•ft ' t. 7 I 
Here the p u r e l y c o l l . p r e f i x *~ i s used w i t h the MLA 
vowe l l ed ^ 
IDIOLECTAL PREFERENCE. 
As has been observed e a l r eady a l l t h ree BBC tapes are; 
i n t roduced by the same speaker (K) - Mr. Hasan K a r m i . I t 
i s i n t e r e s t i n g t o no te the s i m i l a r i t i e s o f v o w e l l i n g 
between the i n t r o d u c t o r y sentences o f BBC 1 and BBC 3 . I n 
b o t h tapes the verbs. and j l * ^ are used. I n b o t h ^isU 
i s unvowel led and i n b o t h j j j i b i s . v o w e l l e d , v i z : -
BBC 1/1/1 i i L J l t JLa ^ ^ u L y 
BBC 1/1/3 
BBC 3 /1 /2 
BBC 1/1/2 
BBC: 3 /1 /2 
• i ' > 
'''•J'" 1 V *-» ,V.\ 
J •»»/ / / 
. . . ( LdoJ) 
T h i s c o u l d be considered as sugges t ing t h a t speakers 
have f a v o u r i t e expressions or words which they p r e f e r t o 
•i 
vowel i n a p a r t i c u l a r f a s h i o n f o r the sake o f euphony, f o r 
rhythm or even f o r no l o g i c a l o r e x p l i c a b l e reason a t a l l . 
76. 
I t forms p a r t o f a speaker 's s t y l e . Other i n c o n s i s t e n c i e s 
i n the obse rva t ion , o f grammatical r u l e s t end t o support t h i s 
The w r i t e r suggests t h a t where such s u b j e c t i v e p re fe rences 
ex i s t , , t he re i s l i t t l e purpose served i n a t t e m p t i n g t o 
e x p l a i n them i n terms o f omission o f o r obse rva t i on o f 
grammatical ruleB: . 
UAR 1 . 
As has; been p o s s i b l e before i n connec t ion w i t h o t h e r 
grammatical f e a t u r e s , the I n t r o d u c t i o n t o UAR 1 can be 
t r e a t e d separa te ly a l so f o r c o n s i d e r a t i o n o f the I m p e r f e c t . 
I n i t the I n t e r v i e w e r uses f u l l MIA v o w e l l i n g thus: 
d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g between the v a r i o u s moods o f the I m p e r f e c t , 
e . g . : -
UAR 1/1/8 3 f . s . I n d i e . ^ y j l ^ ell; 
UAR 1/1/15 3 m . s . S u b j . W » u.1 
UAR 1/2/1 3 m . s . S u b j . ^ D l ^ JiS3 
UAR 1 A / 1 3 m . s . I n d i e . &^ J* j ) ; L 
I n the I n t e r v i e w i t s e l f the I n t e r v i e w e r does no t appear 
t o use MLA v o w e l l i n g c o n s c i o u s l y , and appears t o do so i n 
f a c t o n l y i n cases where MLA and c o l l . v o w e i l i n g are s i m i l a r 
e . g . w i t h d e f i c i e n t v e r b s . Even here i t i s sometimes 
d i f f i c u l t t o be r e a l l y sure whether the f i n a l vowel i s l o n g 
or s h o r t . 
77. 
UAR 1/10/7 <v-XL c b j l * -
UAR 1/12/13 tfuV U J*i 
The word j^iAJ , which I s used frequently, also f a l l s into 
t h i s category. 
The interviewee occasionally uses MLA vowelling to 
di f f e r e n t i a t e between the moods of the Imperfect, hut 
apparently only for purposes of emphasis, or occasionally 
i n c e r t a i n stock expressions, e.g.:-
UAR: 1/7/12 i s.Subj. ^ j j l i ^ l ^ j ^ l ^ 0°l Ja*J» ^ 0 t f ^ 
delibe r a t e l y emphasising h i s luck i n being successful. 
Perhaps use of ^» all instead of h i s more usual ^ \ a s s i s t s 
t h i s . 
UAR 1/8/3 3 m.s.Indie.(coll.) J\ <jJ 'jsLL 0\S LA ^ 
+ 1 s.Subj.(MLA) 2LM>IJJ ^ 
UAR 1/9/18 1 s.Juss.(MLA) JI>J» ^  ^ Jm^ » ^ ^.? 
+ 1 s.Imperf*(coll.) 
Here the vowelling i s MLA with ^Ji since does not appear 
in Egyptian c o l l . 
UAR 1/19/2 3 m.s.Indie.(coll.) ^yJ\ »OA &\ -^LiVl 
+ 3 m.s.Indie.(MLA) ^1 t l * ^ 
Here the vowelled and unvowelled or MLA. and c o l l . versions 
appear i n the same sentence. This i s possibly to add 
emphasis as the sentence proceeds. 
1 . See Chapter on "Space f i l l e r s . " 
7 8 . 
UAR 1 /26/8 1 s.Subj. & l ^ ' 1 J Ji's* ^3 
The vert i s u s e d f o u r times i n two pages, twice 
vowelled and twice unvowelled, thus:-
UAR 1 /31/8 1 pi. I n d i e . «J1 j ^ J ^ ^ a ^ l 0\S I j l 
UAR 1 / 3 1 / 1 1 1 pi.Indie. «*J» ^tUj ^ }Ui IUI iz^ JL. 
Here emphasis i s additionally suggested with unnecessary use 
of f i r s t person pronoun and use of ^pJ rather than the 
usual Ua-) 
UAR 1 /32 /3 1 pi.I n d i e . JJ* ^1 ^t£j UJ* 
UAR 1 / 3 2 / 1 6 1 pi.Indie. o s ^ ^ - a i * . ^U^J UJ* 
Then on the following page the vowelled version appears 
again:-
UAR 1/33A 1 pl.I n d i e . f^i\ £ £ j L;l cu<5 as 
UAR 1/28A 3 m.pl.Indie ( c o l l . ) i j J T . \ y&'y ^ JJ* 
UAR 1 /28/5 3 m.pl.Subj.(coll.) I^Uy' ^  0°l j i \ 
These are the only two Imperfect p l u r a l s to "be heard and are, 
used by the Interviewer. As might he expected therefore, 
they follow c o l l . usage. The-second example would have been 
a Subjunctive i n MLA. and thus coincides with MLA Subjunctive; 
vowelling. 
The programme finishes, with the announcer giving the. 
names of the participants using MLA:-
79. 
UAR 1/39/13 
UAR 1/39/15 «->te '^ f f i 6 L L J I ^ > 
UAR 2. 
With the exception again of the introduction, UAR 2 
shows even l e s s ^verbal inflexion than UAR 1. 
Although the Imperfects used i n the introduction are 
vowelled according to MLA usage, the one example which should 
"be Subjunctive i s unvowelled, thus:-^ 
UAR 2/1A 3 m.s. I n d i e , ='jn> Iji^''- ^ L ' ^ J 
+ 1 p i . Subj. ~ 
The MLA 3 plur. i s also used 
UAR 2/1/10 cf OsJ«1 >* 
Throughout the r e s t of the interview verbal inflexion 
i s hardly used and i n the p l u r a l only the c o l l . form i s 
used, e.g.:-
UAR 2/12 /16 3 m.pi.Sub j . (3 times) J j£ \ f j ^ , \ £ J£ JtsjU 
+ 3 m,pi. indie. * u v r j 5 i j r r f 7 r j 3 j i 1 ^ 
UAR 2/15/6 3 m.pl.mdic. ~^p&Cy "jfcdl 
UAR 2/20/8 3 m.pi.Indie, j . ^ l i . r ^ ' 1 j U J l ' / ^ w j 
+ 3 m.pi.Indie. 
•The interviewer i n one place uses MLA vowelling twice 
with the same verb although he does, not use i t at a l l else-
where, viz.:- ' 
UAR 2/19/13 *Jl LSI j JU1 US' 0 U J I J * fcUjii'^k JSUI <Jl 
80. 
INCIDENCE 
GRAPHS, a) For reasons which have already "been mentioned i n 
connexion with Nunation (e.g. inaccuracy of measuring words 
per l i n e , words per page, etc.) i t i s impossible to give an 
accurate s t a t i s t i c a l p i c t u r e , e.g. i n the form of a graph, 
which would give the number of imperfect verbs used and the 
r a t i o of MLA or c o l l . forms to the t o t a l . I t nevertheless 
seems worthwhile to indicate - even i f not accurately - In 
graphic form the approximate usage of MLA or c o l l . forms. 
LIMITATIONS, b) In looking at the graphs i t should be ' 
pointed out that ce r t a i n c o l l . and MLA forms coincide, e.g. 
certain defective verbs where the f i n a l vowel i s often 
unclear as to i t s measure. These, such as t 9ias J have been 
counted as MLA. 
LIMITATIONS, c) The tra c e s on the graph can perhaps do no 
more than describe p i c t o r i a l l y words such as "often" or 
"frequently" or "occasionally", which are vague i n themselves. 
I t i s noteworthy that on graph UAR 1 the MLA trace follows 
the "Total" trace for the., introduction and then the " c o l l . " 
trace assumes prominence. Many of the MLA counts remaining 
i n UAR 1 are made up of the "dubious" category such aa c f 3 * 
and mentioned i n the previous paragraph. A sim i l a r s i t u a t i o n 
i s c l e a r i n graph UAR 2 where extra traces show the; in c l u s i o n 
and exclusion of t 5 i * - j . 
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CHAPTER 9» 
THE PASSIVE. 
MLA. 
"The Passive i s formed "by merely changing the vowelling 
of the Active, and i s standard for a l l verbs... I t i s 
characterised by damma on the f i r s t s y l l a b l e , thus. 
<~JS <~J& i t was written, etc. 
* t 0* 
y » f 
IZ~J j*> «_. I was h i t , etc. 
"Unlike the practice i n English and other Indo-European 
languages, i t i s not correct to use the Passive i n Arabic 
when the doer of the act i B mentioned. 
"At times i n modern Arabic, e s p e c i a l l y journalese, the 
rule may appear to be circumvented, i f not broken, and t h i s 
i s often due to t h e l i t e r a l t r a n s l a t i o n of European 
phraseology. 
"The Passive i s sometimes used i n what appears to be an 
impersonal manner, e.g. 5^*J = ' i t has been mentioned*. But 
i n such cases, what follows the verb i s r e a l l y i t s subject, 
•i 
even though i t may be a whole sentence." 
C o l l . 
There seems to be no mention of a Passive form of the 
verb i n the various works on c o l l . to which the w r i t e r has 
referred. They agree however that the sense of the Passive 
i s conveyed by one of the derived forms (or themes - Driver) 1. Haywoo and Nahmad, op.cit. p. llj-2. 
82.' 
of the verb, p a r t i c u l a r l y forms 5» 7 and 8. 
TAPES. 
In examining the tapes i n order to f i n d out how the 
Passive i s expressed three main categories seem to emerge, 
namely:-
A. Forms which have the vowe-lling of the MLA Passive (see 
above and Haywood and Nahmad, p.lU2 f f ) . Also forms 
which use the Passive P a r t i c i p l e . 
B. Forms which are customarily described as f u l f i l l i n g the 
function of the Passive i n c o l l . i . e . Derived forms 5 , 
7 and 8 of the verb. 
C. Gircumlocutious which, while not Passive i n form i n 
Arabic would probably be translated by a Passive form 
i n E n g l i s h . This grouping!;-; i s very e l a s t i c since i n 
tr a n s l a t i n g i t i s often only a matter of st y l e or 
personal preference as to whether an Active or Passive 
construction i s used.~ 
A q u a l i f i c a t i o n should here be made i n that speakers of 
Arabic frequently use vowelling which d i f f e r s both from MLA 
and general c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s of c o l l . I t i s not always 
completely c e r t a i n therefore whether use of damma indicates 
a Passive or merely an i d i o l e c t . This can apply not only 
for the Passive, but also for other types of 'irab. 
1. See, e.g. Mitchell, p.68; Rice and Said, p.l97» 198, 208; 
Driver, p.68, p . 70» P»72. 
83. 
A. (MLA). 
In a l l the tapes under discussion use of the MLA Passive 
form i s f a i r l y frequent, e.g.:-
BBC 1. 
BBC 1/2/10 3 m.s.Indie. UJ^Ui; 0 \ ^Ivc...' 1,1:1 » 
BBC 1/3/8 3 m.d.Perf. R J J » ^ l l j J£ US' j^jlflii c^ 8 
+ 3 m.d.Indic. 
BBC 1/8/8 3 f . s . I n d i e . ^ JZ * JLA c^jtf JJ* 
BBC 2. 
BBC 2/7/8 3 f.s^Perf. ^ 1 vrJJcl 1^J1 y l ^ a J l ^ 
BBC 2/13/12 3 f. s . P e r f . J e U j l ikiJl <Juh 
BBC 2/15/9 3 m.s.Indie. JL*Jl v > • 
BBC 2/2Zj/1 3 m.s.Perf. ^ JLJ 
BBC 3. 
I n BBC 3 there are only two examples of the s t r a i g h t -
forward Passive verb and these are conventional forms 
meaning "to e x i s t " , having l o s t any r e a l notion of p a s s i v i t y . 
BBC 3/7/5 3 m.s.Indie. ^ y U Ul ^ 3 ^ l i . D y U a j - ^ •*» 
+ 3 m.s.Perfii 
UAR 1 . 
UAR W 6 3 f.s.Perf.) ^'-^j ^ **JjJI 4 5 ^ c» 
) e '3 
UAR 1/2/10 3 f,s.Subj.)Introduction ^ J ^Is; D» 
UAR 1/3/1U 3 f.s.Perf.) .<«Ljfc... y & 
UAR 3 m.s.Perf. ^ ^ j , ^ u ;_V M 
8k. 
UAR 1/7/11 3 m.s.Imperf. c-JlkJI S*»^U °/Jf 
UAR 1/9/8 1 m.s.Perf. f J < J j l y| 
UAR 1/19 / 16 1 f.s.lmperf. o V » ^ 1 ^ l y j l 
UAR 1/32/11+ 3 mss.Imperf. j-UJI J L a; 
UAR 2. 
UAR 2/3/16 3 m.s.Perf .(twice) ^ f)u . . . jr^ii\J 
UAR 2/11/7 3 f.s.lmperf. fl£»Vl us^ 
UAR 2/17/6 3 m.s.Perf. JL-^jJI J l Jt/J}\ atJI 
A ^ 
So f a r a l l the examples given have "been of s t r a i g h t -
forward usage of the Passive using MLA vowelling. A further 
d i v i s i o n which uses a Passive form hut which i s found 
perhaps equally i n MLA. and c o l l . i s the use of the Passive 
P a r t i c i p l e - us u a l l y with or one of her s i s t e r s - some-
times functioning instead of a complete r e l a t i v e and subor-
dinate clause. This usage i s widespread throughout the 
tapes, e.g. :-
BBC 1/8/6 io^j-ti. <_L~L 
"for reasons (which are) well known/understood." 
BBC 1/9/8 l ^ ^ l J I ^ . . . ^ . . .. i_,Ltf 
BBC 2/1/7 £*o*U UyU. j j j 
8 5 . 
BBC 2/6A 
"was i t expected?" 
BBC 2 / 1 7 / 7 
tf ">* 
BBC 3 / 2 / 1 1 
BBC 3 / 5 / 9 e-i-Jl <s ^  & j*** 
BBC 3 / 1 3 / 8 
UAR 1 / 7 / 1 7 
UAH 1 /23 /2 (j» .... *—' j J & 
UAR 3 / 3 6 / 2 
UAR 2 / 1 / 1 2 
UAR 2/h/3 
UAR 2 / 1 1 / 1 0 
B. I t has been said already that i n order to express the. 
Passive i n c o l l . i t i s customary to use ce r t a i n derived forms 
of the verb, c h i e f l y forms f i v e , seven and eight. A 
d i f f i c u l t y here i s that the forms i n question seem to be 
used in MLA as much as i n c o l l . either with or without 
Passive sig n i f i c a n c e . Another d i f f i c u l t y i s that when used 
i n c o l l . they are not exclusively Passive, but may have: 
r e f l e x i v e or other significance. ~ I t would perhaps be more 
accurate therefore to describe t h i s group B as a recognised 
way of expressing the Passive, which may however express 
8 6 . 
other ideas and may be common to both MLA and c o l l . 
BBC 1/1/2 
BBC 1/10 /9 • . »*"' 
BBC 2 /23 /12 
BBC 3 /11/12 »/ / d / 2^<J JJLM V 
UAR 1/6/1 
UAR 1/7/7 * 
UAR 1/11/13 
UAR 1 / 2 V 7 
li / / / 0 > 
UAR 2/10/17 
UAR 2/23/11 
C. Although categories A and B account f o r the greater part 
of ways of expressing the Passive i n Arabic, there i s s t i l l 
a large number of ideas which when expressed i n English would 
automatically use the Passive where no Passive i s possible 
i n Arabic. 
The writer i s uncertain how f a r "Passive ... ideas ... 
expressed i n English" i s a v a l i d c r i t e r i o n for examining 
constructions i n Arabic: there i s not n e c e s s a r i l y any 
requirement for a Passive i n one language to render the 
equivalent of a Passive i n a second language. I t i s at 
le a s t of in t e r e s t however since i t increases understanding 
•i 
of any language to know how s p e c i f i c ideas are expressed. 
1 . See also introductory heading to group C on p.82 . 
87. 
Mention should here he made that to the Arabic speaker 
the Passive i s J or unknown. Where the agent i s i n 
f a c t known i t becomes d i f f i c u l t or impossible for the Arabic 
speaker to associate any notion of P a s s i v i t y with the action. 
Conversely where the Passive, i s used the agent must be 
unknown, or at most an inanimate instrument - e.g. a sword 
i n k i l l i n g . D i f f i c u l t i e s a r i s e f or modern Arabic speakers 
when they wish to t r a n s l a t e or quote from Western authpfcs 
who have expressed themselves i n the Passive. 
BBC 1 / 3 / 1 3 V*^ 1 3*X ••• «^ 
Ar. "they used" — Eng. "was used..." 
BBC 1 / 6 / 1 6 I jS 0ji £i j** 
Ar. " I heard them say" — Eng. " I heard i t s a i d . . . " 
BBC 1 / 6 / 2 1 v j ^ t J I ^ ^ J l 
Ar. "which the Arabs brought(it) with them" 
Eng. "which was brought by the Arabs..." 
BBC 1 / 6 / 2 5 I f*drfi«Z J?*** y> 
Ar. "which you can c a l l " Eng. "which may be 
c a l l e d . . . " 
0 • Q 
BBC 1 / 1 2 / 4 fjh yJL "j££<3 V , J L a J 5* 
Ar. " a l l t h i s (was) through the influence of the 
Arabs..." and through the influence of t h e i r poetry 
Eng. " a l l t h i s was influenced by the Arabs..." and 
by t h e i r poetry. 
8 8 . 
BBC 5 / 2 1 / 9 i . ^ rLj5 J * J*l*a 0IS" 
Ar. " r e l i e s on the formation of a government...." 
Eng. " r e l i e s on a government "being formed...." 
BBC 3 / 1 0 / 8 Jli-,Vt(^J ^\ iUUJl ^ 1 
Ar. "the i d e a l values which Prof.— mentioned, (them).. 
Eng. "the idea l values which were mentioned "by ...." 
UAR 1 / 1 / 5 <dy& 9L%S 6 L L J I £ • 
Ar. "which A. M. presents...." 
Eng. "which i s presented by A. M " 
UAR 1 / 6 / 1 4 jj*^ J** 2LJ53I tjj>^y^0\S3 
Ar. "... the dean headed the college. 
Eng. "... the college headed "by 
• • • • • " 
If 
• • • 
UAR 1/8^7 'jA o l 4^1 ^ 
Ar. "here i t i s necessary that I mention...." 
Eng. "here I am obliged to mention...." 
UAR 1 / 1 3 / 1 4 J cL^Gi 0\ I^VLQ* 
Ar. "...that an opportunity came to me...." 
Eng. "... that I was given an opportunity...." 
UAR 1/17/12 L^u Jj&u-Vl <yJI 
Ar. "... of which the use i s possible...." 
Eng. "... which can be used ...." 
UAR 1 /23/4 2L\^\ J J U J I J 
Ar. "the other s c i e n t i s t h i s name i s . . . . " 
Eng. "the other s c i e n t i s t c a l l e d ...." 
UAR 1/23/1.3 O^A^ '*'JJL\« 
Ar. "... what the others published...." 
Eng. "... what was published by the others..." 
&9. 
UAR 1 / 2 9 / 6 0 i / > V I *JI j i - j U 
Aril "... what the others reached ..." 
Eng.* "... what was reached by the others..." 
UAR 2 / 2 / 1 ^ ^ l ^ i ^ k 
Ar.° "... which ( A i n Shams published. ..." 
Eng^-"... which was published "by 'Ain Shams....""" 
UAR 2/h/ih Ufc ^  jjLi ju\S U "U-iVij 
A T . "... which i t was not ..possible for us to express 
(them)" 
Eng. "... which would not be expressed...." 
Prom the foregoing i t would be f a i r to say that on the 
whole t h e ^ c l a s s i c a l or ML& conception of the Passive i s 
retained i n c o l l . , i . e . that the Passive form can only be 
used where the agent or doer i s unknown. Otherwise; derived! 
•i 
forms of the verb or circumlocutions are used instead. 
1 . In the modern Arabic Press where vowelling i s almost 
never used, the derived forms are often s i m i l a r l y 
preferred to Passive forms which are not distinguishable 
from Active forms. Mr. J . A. Haywood - verbal comment. 
90. 
CHAPTER 10. 
THE CONDITIONAL. 
General. 
I n examining how the conditional i s expressed i n the; 
tapes, the-writer had i n mind the numerous permutations and 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s which are involved i n MLA and which i t might 
he l o g i c a l to expect would be modified for spoken Arabic. 
MLA. 
In MLA the p o s s i b i l i t i e s may be summarised i n diagra-
1 matic form, e.g. 
Conditional. 
Protasis(Condition) 
i 1 : ! — i 
l i k e l y u n l i k e l y 
y + Perfect - -
or Imperf.Indie. 
Apodosis(Answer) 
J - + Perfect 
&\ ( + Perfect 
or 
+ Jussive 
I j l ( + Perfect 
or 
+ Indicative 
Perfect 
or 
Jussive. 
Jussive 
or 
Perfect 
as or 1^5" i f d e f i n i t e l y Perfect or Pluperfect. 
Q\ requires i n Answer. 
1• For f u l l treatment of the Conditional see Haywood and Nahmad, Chapter 35> p. 290. 
91. 
c o l l . 
"The old conditional p a r t i c l e ' i n , c l a s s , " i f " hardly 
occurs except i n the stereotyped phrases 'in s'a-'llah (Musi.) 
and 'in.rad ' a l l a h ( C h r i s t . ) = ' i f God w i l l ' ... The perfect 
i s most often employed both i n present and past conditions, 
e s p e c i a l l y i n the p r o t a s i s ; the imperfect however occurs 
p a r t i c u l a r l y i n the apodosis of future conditions. I n 
impossible conditions kan 'was.' i s always inserted a f t e r 
the conditional p a r t i c l e . " 
Mitchell says that jfrlza i s the commonest of the p a r t i c l e s . 
The main importance of Mitchell's, treatment of the subject i s 
that there are seven possible ways of expressing, e.g.: " I f 
you go tomorrow, I ' l l give you the money." Where the time 
reference i s more exact, the v a r i e t y of p o s s i b i l i t y i s l e s s , 
but i s simple, usually using kaan - suitably i n f l e c t e d i n 
2 
both condition and answer. 
Monteil suggests that even i n MLA the situa t i o n may not 
be as. simple as i n the text book:-
"Cela, c'est l a theorie. En pratique, a. un stade ancien 
de l a langue, on ne distinguait pas toujours entre. l e s deux 
p a r t i c u l e s law et id£. par exemple. En arabe moderne l e s 
confusions sont frequentes. Pier I s a donn'e plusieurs exemples 
de "constructions f l o t t a n t e s " de i n , law et ida avec ou 
1. Driver, op.cit. p. 208. 
2. See Mitchell, op.cit. p. 9h» 
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sans° f a ou la_ & l a reponse. L' influence dominante 
parait etre c e l l e de l'arabe d i a l e c t a l *" 
T A P E S ; . 
I n a l l the tapes under discussion there seems to he 
no more than one example of a conditional introduced "by o\ 
namely:-
UAR 2 / 3 6 / 1 1 fZ ifl-JI jLtjuU^ o^.ol 
Forms of Address. 
For the rest a considerable proportion i s taken up with 
the courtesy or form of address, of which frequent examples 
occur, e.g.:-
BBG: 1 / 1 0 / 5 . jyS>& J c ~ ,jJU*» lil 
B B C 2 / 8 / 1 2 J I ^ . | j [ L i 
B B C 2 / 9 / 1 
B B C 3 / 3 / 1 Z + , J S J U - J C O ^ I J V 
In courtesy expressions such as these no answer or 
jawab i s given and none expected. 
Other sentences involving a condition can be grouped 
roughly into: 
a) normal conditional- sentences 
b) sentences involving an element of condition 
c) sentences which might not be classed i n any way as 
conditional i n Arabic but which would probably be 
translated by a conditional i n English. 
1 . Monteil, L'Arabe moderne', p . 2 M * . 
a) Normal conditional sentences. These appear frequently 
and require l i t t l e comment, e.g.:-
BBC 1 / 5 / 8 O U J U ^ l ^ e J . ^ IJ^cu;!^ 
This i s a quotation from a l i t e r a r y and geographical 
work and does not s t r i c t l y apply here. 
B B C 1 / 7 / 2 3 jjr^^ l y ^ ' U l \3s*0\ " I / J O 
B B C 2 / 8 / 6 IOA j^ U-i _ 2L.l*uJI J U A J I V > air jJ \3\ 
Lull J i.ll tf JLft JjE Q^>J.» < • ..I 
Here any question of sequence of verbs i s avoided since, 
the answer i s formed by a nominal sentence. 
B B C 2 / 9 / 1 1 ^ jj { ^>*di > u J l J J L - . ) viJU-j 13l j\ 
B B C 2 / 1 V 1 5 v > t p i £ 0 ° l > I ~ J U j l * , y * J liJlS' I 
B B C 2 / 1 V 1 6 . . v > c l ^ ^ U J V ^ j ^ ^ 0 ^ \3l ^ 
B B C 2 / 1 5 / 7 pi v-a-Jl JL.^ . ^ J U ^ ^ l f e ' l J I <uli 
B B C 2 / 1 9 / 3 < I A J L J 1 LSHKJ 2 ^ >LSl ^ l * . ^1 l i l ^£1 
e 
B B C 2 / 2 0 / 7 j5"Li- JJ> ^ Mr. U/Sk«i J l £»J l j l 4 V I . . . 
B B C 3 / 1 / 1 0 i U U U ^ . - j * y 0 l IJI o^V 
B B C 3 / 2 / 1 3 U J * J . . . . J s L - J J dJLA L i^^o-I Ijl^ 
' 7 -
B B C 3/3/2 c i ^ J I U & J y \ U ^ ^ ^ U l j 
B B C 3 / V 9 W*» } o°y*' 'jy** 
B B C 3/5/5 : IJU ^ i J^UJl j - ^ J l ' Lb I Jl 
B B C 3/13/17 L,^J» ^ j l U Q \ J J j 5 " e L i l JI 
UAR 1/12/2 ^ r . / ^ 1 cr* ^JfisJ* < i - * ±*uiuKnLj\S loli 
UAR 1/12/5 ^ 3 ocl; ^ wu^ l 1 J] ^UJ j,«k; J L L C ^ - J ^ 
UAR 1/17/15 j l ~ 0 I jji^LJ\ U / J ify, 
UAR 1/18/2^^1^ ! J U I ~ V I 2>Ui ^  J S J 1JI J i * * 
UAE 1/31/7 ^ .... . u ^ ^ l 0 t f I J} 
UAR 1/37A o j U s O*" 3 ^ ^ 1A 3 
UAR: 1 /38/8 . j j l _ ^  U . .. j ^ k J I M^. ^ lO^c-^iJU 
UAR 2/V15 .A-** j ^ • • • 3 ^ Cr^ ^ 3 
UAR 2/8/9 *Jl «--d».->- euS^Jl ; jL^alll ^u. L p LI 
UAR 2/12/10 ^ i ^ j l 0\S I J [ 
Here there i s no second part to the sentence. I t i s 
r e a l l y a q u a l i f i c a t i o n made about the whole speech. 
UAR 2/18/18 3 <ji Ljl J^so\S ^ > VUT AI^U* 
95. 
. . / 
UAR 2 /19/8 0jk -JtsUI JLfc I JLA y i i t-* J W y 
UAR 2/21/16 015" ^ . . . . iLu* A ^ O * . . 0 t f I J J 
UAR 2/26/12 JUl e , J > J » i * * j J * j i l ^ . <zJ$ 
b) Sentences involving an element of condition. These 
include those introduced by e.g. ty» ' = whoever,- he who, etc. 
1 '< l i s t e d by Haywood and Nahmad.' 
BBC 1 /8 /16 ".. .to whoever entered..." J * - * ! > e l > c j ^ ^ 
BBC 1/1/15 JLL y ^ v - r ^ 1 0 V 
"whichever country they entered / i f they entered a. country..." 
BBC 1 /7 /8 Q&%S o L - " 5 M V ^ j r f , J U 
"whether he was Arab or Westerner..." "c.f. the use of 
• l ^ l i n UAR 1/16/11 f f . 
BBC 3 /6/3 L*ks ^u^J U JU*-, j Q \ GUai 
This compares with the s l i g h t l y more formal conditional 
i n the next sentence quoted as BBC"3/6/5 above. 
BBC 3 / 7 / 1 8 J U J . . . . sVo»Jl *=.bui*Jl ^ j i U 
Here "when" i s equivalent to " i f " as with German "wenn" 
= "when, i f ; whenever." c.f. a l s o : - • • 
UAR 1/22/6 jJSJ .... lilkJI j\* pal\ J * ^ CJ 
UAR 2/1 0/4 cy4 y» i > o* ^ ^ 
1 • Haywood and Nahmad," bp.cit; p. 294* ' 
UAR 2 / 1 0 / 7 . . . .. tfljsJf''^ i-SSU Q 3 
UAR 2/31/11 ( j - * ^ * • • • « M O6 J**? UJ> £• j 
UAR: 2 /33/10 jftfelf'Ul ( A ^ 1 / j ft_,UJ». 
UAR 1 /37 /16 UJJ JsiU ^ v ^ ' D 
UAR 1/1/6 G SJJAJI ^ 
UAR 1 / 7 / 1 7 ^ ^ ^ 
UAR 1 / 1 3 / 2 0\ ^ ^ J\ 
"Whoever shows" " i f he knows..." 
UAR 1/13A W > S I dJJl ^ ^ J*UI ^1 ^1 e-S5^  
UAR 1/16/11 ^ <^MS^ ••• J 1 0tf£ J - riJI 
•1^1 i s found frequently hut only i n the UAR tapes, c . f . 
UAR 1 / 3 3 / 8 ^ y L^UJI J, '0\S°\'jL 
UAR 1 / 3 5 / 8 .... ^ ') ... j u . ^ - l ^ 
UAR 1/36/9 SLjiJl V» i;Lplii ^ M^Jl jT^JI u^U. 
UAR 2/20/11. ^ U J l ^ ^ ... ^ 0 \ S * \ y . 
UAR 2/26/11 ^ p j l . . . . ^ j,l . . . . ^ ^ j j l j VI ^ ' l ^ l i i ^ U 
UAR 2 / 3 V 6 S*L£i3 0 y i ^ v j l M ^ 
UAR 1 / 2 3 / 1 3 J ! ^ us . . . J l ^ l Q 
UAR 1/28/10 ^ Cp.LJV»-rk 
UAR 1/29/11 r u ^ > 5 :> J I p" E 1 ^ " 
UAR 1 / 3 2 / 3 ^ l l y 0 I t-o^ f . . . . J C L L » J 
9 7 ' 
UAR 1/32/17 J\ Eli»Jf J ^ J - O L ^ gtbJ-Lw 
UAR 1/38 /5 , 0 ^ U 0 U J V I ^ 
UAR 2/10/7 Ufl L'l due • • • «W» <y raJL„ I ^ J V I L 
c) I n t h i s t h i r d group are given examples of how condi-
t i o n a l sentences have "been avoided. Here, are also included 
sentences wherein a conditional element i s implied, and! 
where a conditional could he used i n an English version. 
Again - as i n discussion of the Passive - the writer 
concedes that t r a n s l a t i o n into a second language i s not" 
always a good c r i t e r i o n against which to assess a feature 
i n the f i r s t language. I t seems to have s u f f i c i e n t 
v a l i d i t y to i l l u s t r a t e the point however. 
BBC 2/12/4 cs» j-^ A-* J iU- J ^ C J J I i l l ; J U 
"Why didn't you do so-and-so, i f you were i n power 13 
years." 
I t i s perhaps significant' that almost a l l the examples 
which the writer has thought f i t to include i n t h i s group 
are found i n UAR 1 and UAR 2. 
UAR 1/7/7 H f J j ^ J ^ ^ U i J A **J* . . . Usi;l 
"he was judged to see i f he was suitable to continue or 
not ...." 
An indirect question with the force of a conditional. 
1. See Chapter 9, P« 81. 
i 
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UAR 1/10/1 U B .SC. , J L V cM ?S O1 ;*r^r 
"we would l i k e to concentrate on" " i f we may concentrate 
on..." 
This opening to a sentence occurs frequently ancL implies the 
condition that the person addressed might he kind enough to 
answer. Further examples of t h i s are given under "The. 
1 
Interrogative." 
UAR 1/11/15 <A J y*^ c ^ 1 ( j 1 ^ ) c*^ 1 
"... i f you wanted to obtain the degree of ..."' 
Certain nominal phrases can imply a condition or 
q u a l i f i c a t i o n without a conditional sentence construction, 
e.g.:-
UAR 1/15/9 2*UJl JU» & 
"... i f we take the f i e l d of industry..." 
c.f. UAR 1/20/16 J U - & 3 \ £ * - J I J U . & ,\ £5jLft J U - ^ 
. . . . U J L » J ^JJl 
The expression Jl»- ^ occurs frequently. 
UAR 1/17/3 , ^ J U S V I i ^ l i l l p. ^ i * : ,^1 ^ l y U 
"... i f considered from the economic point of View..." 
c.f. UAR 1/18/7 j ^ j i L J I ' 1 ^ 
UAR 1/19/14 c ^ j * ? J 1 ^ 1 y> 
" ( i f ) t h i s i s the case with so-and-so, then..." 
1 • See Chapter 7, p.61. 
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UAR 1/21/10 '" bjJi I J JliJtj 4JI OJCBI 
" . . . I think, i f i t i s i n t h i s form, we can..." 
Even the word J P * may have a conditional significance,, 
e.g.:-
UAR 2/17/5 ^ ' j 
"... then i f we take the theatre..." 
Perhaps i t i s true to say that the complications of the 
Conditional i n MLA are modified .- f i r s t through omitting most 
verbal inflexion; then through tending to always use the; 
Perfect 5 tense, p a r t i c u l a r l y i n the .condition; then "by "being 
able to "be f l e x i b l e with sequence of tenses i n the answer 
but to usually use the Imperfect; and f i n a l l y by using 
avoiding t a c t i c s as i l l u s t r a t e d above. Probably the most 
important single item i s the conditional p a r t i c l e : i f l«H-
• »' 
or ^ or ji introduces a sentence, the conditional has 
been announced and concentration on verbs need hot be very 
great. 
Table of Conditional Sentences:. 
Ref.. Answer (Jawab) Condition P a r t i c l e 
1/7/23, BBC Imperf. + 0 t f Perf. 
2/8/6 i_» + noun. fi + Juss. 
2/9/11 jJ + Juss. Perf. 
2/1 hA 5 <-» + Passive Part. Perf. 
2/1V16 Imperf. Perf. 
1 0 0 * 
Ref. Answer (Jawab) Condition . P a r t i c l e 
2/15/17 imperf. A c t . P a r t i c i p l e 
2 / 1 9 / 3 Noun Perf. 
2 / 2 0 / 7 ^ + Imperf. Perf. 
3 / 1 / 1 0 Perf. 
3 / 2 / 1 3 Imperf. .. Perf. 
3 / 3 / 2 «_» + noun. Perf. 
3 A / 9 Perf. 
3 / 5 / 5 Imperf. Perf. 
3 / 1 3 / 1 7 ^ V Perf. 
1 / 1 2 / 2 UAR ,_i + linperf. Perf. +0\S 
1 / 1 2 / 5 Imperf. 
1 / 1 7 / 1 5 Imperf. Perf. 
1 / 1 8 / 2 _j + noun Perf. 
1/30/6 Lost. Perf. 
1/31/7 Imperf. P.grf. 
1 / 3 8 / 8 U> + noun. Perf. 
2/V15 Imperf. Perf. 
2 / 8 / 9 Perf. Imperf. 
2 / 1 2 / 1 0 Perf.. 
2 / 1 8 / 1 8 UJI + Imperf. Perf. 
2 / 1 9 / 8 Imperf. Perf. 
2 / 2 1 / 1 6 Imperf. Perf. I J I 
2 / 2 6 / 1 2 Interrog. Perf. I J I 
2 / 3 6 / 1 1 Imperf. Perf. 
:ioi,. 
CHAPTER 11 . 
USE OF AND HER SISTERS. 
The ways i n which and her s i s t e r s are used, i n the; 
tapes under discussion can he shown to d i f f e r s l i g h t l y from 
those described i n grammars of MLA. Some of the; 
differences are associated with modifications of other 
grammatical features such as nunation. Other differences 
are peculiar to ^ h e r s e l f . 
PRESENT "TENSE"' 
"The verb "to be" i s not used, i n Arabic to express the 
Present I n d i c a t i v e . A Nominal Sentence is: used instead. 
Consequently when the Imperfect of i s used, i t must 
have some other meaning."^ 
In the tapes under discussion, examples occur where the 
Imperfect form appears to have a Present Indicative meaning. 
BBC 2 / 1 3 / 1 4 K. J£ * i * e ^ U l t f l i ^ J 
BBC 3 / 9 / 1 3 ^ i j - J ^ c0^. Jl\ fJUJI J j V I - ^ > J I & J O J P J U * i 
BBC 3 / 1 U / 7 V o & ( A ^ 1 c^M 1 y* J*UJl C ^ J U 
UAR 1/14A ... V* j Sys^k; y i*ojl51 pjb'^jU Lwji U J 0 l ( j U I ^ 
1. Haywood and Nahmad, p . 1 1 3 . 
102** 
UAR 1/19/10 o&'ojz "tjU* <^> J j U 3*3 
. . . . , j l J l i ^ l l ^ J I y i ^ J Mia 
UAR 2/36/10 cr« j*W pj*** 3* 
UAR 2/40/16 i - - ^ 1 - ' ^ o ^ ' o ^ *jl L*l 
Of/ 1 
UAR 2/44/6 * y^-J1 U*» o-e- « — o ^ 15* s~* V ^ ^ y d j l 
UAR 2/51/1 <y»U. ^  yu»* UJ djl J ^ ^ i . 2y LUc 
Subjunctive or Indicative: 
Where the meaning i s not that of the Present I n d i c a t i v e , 
hut i s that of the Present Subjunctive, the sense of the 
subjunctive i s indicated by p a r t i c l e s ( o" • ) which are 
often a c t u a l l y used, but are equally often omitted. In MLA 
the subjunctive i s indicated both by p a r t i c l e s and by verbal 
i n f l e x i o n . This i s found i n the tapes only once i n 
connexion with ^ 1 x 1 the introduction to UAR 1 . 
UAR 1/1/15 W* 0% p\ 
In the tapes - since almost a l l terminal verbal 
in f l e x i o n i s omitted (See Chapter 8 on Imperfect Verbs) -
there i s no d i s t i n c t i o n i n Arabic between the form of the 
subjunctive and the form of the Indicative.. This, suggests 
that the sense or meaning equally may show no d i s t i n c t i o n 
and that the form of the Imperfect QJ& could thus indicate 
103. 
the Present tense, the Present I n d i c a t i v e . Where i n 
English there i s d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n between " i s " and "inight he" 
or "may he" or "should he" or could be", the Arabic of the 
tapes (as opposed to MLA) has the one form (excepting 
only the J u s s i v e ) . 
Thus:- UAR 1 / 3 5 / U + o>& c£* [MLA Ol O5"^ O* 
UAR 2 /33/tll [MLA o& 0** 
UAR 2/3h/2 o \P [MLA O1 f ^ 1 
These forms are frequently used without the p a r t i c l e 
which would be necessary i n MLA, to give the sense of the 
Present Subjunctive. Since the p a r t i c l e i s omitted however, 
the sense i s that of the Present I n d i c a t i v e . 
Sometimes the idea of the Present Tense i s ' heightened 
by the use of L'a-fe or ty^J "here with us now", e.g.:-
UAR 1 /31 /18 ^ J * U s ^ l e0'&0\ i z S ^ ^ t f 
UAR 2 /29/16 c£*J/*» C^ 1 J?] i»» J 1 ; 1 -
o r ' 
MEANING-. 
I t i s d i f f i c u l t to assess accurately the strength of 
meaning of when used by different speakers. 
With some seems to represent a simple "was". With 
1. The Jusaive form of occurs only r a r e l y , e.g. i n the 
negative a f t e r fi , e.g.: BBC 1/2/38 and BBC 1/1/1 h 
quoted i n Chapter on "Imperfect."-
102+. 
others i t seems to "be stronger, t o give the idea of - " e x i s t i n g . " 
With others however the idea of " e x i s t i n g " requires the 
* 9 * C 
addition of Jy*y>, and w i t h others again the use of » 
the commonly used c o l l . expression which corresponds, 
approximately i n usage t o the English "there i s " or "there 
are." 
UAR 1/13/10 « ^ >>y»j* o& ci*^ 1 Schoemberg 
UAR 1/1 h/6 *ytr ^ y» "> f ^ 1 J * 
BBC 1/1 o A ]->y?r o& J5 UJ 
c.f. e.g. 
UAR 2/26/1 0\+z)\ SiSlt dd» Q\S^\^\ & 3 
UAR 2/39/3 ta?l^> «Ui.VI 0V JJ\ euS^ JI ^  ^ 
USE OF 
The use of <¥* i n the tapes, taken from the c o l l . might 
suggest t h a t , whatever MLA might allow, the speaker of Arabic 
f i n d s a need f o r an expression somewhat equivalent t o "there 
i s " or "there are," and t h i s i s perhaps not very f a r removed 
from the need t o express the verb "to be" i n the Present 
Indi c a t i v e i n some form or other. (Somewhat s i m i l a r l y i n 
Russian the verb "to be" has no Present I n d i c a t i v e form. 
The Present sense cannot be avoided altogether however and 
ecTt = "there i s " ) 
) are found. 
HeT = "there i s not 1) 
When " i s " i s required i n a stronger form, then "cymecTBOBTt" 
"to e x i s t " must be used.) 
105. 
COPULA 
THE j*=* 
"When Q^S i s used as a copula, i t s predicate ( ) 
1 
i s put i n the accusative as i f i t were a d i r e c t object." 
Since the terminal vowelling or v ' ^ i s largely-
ignored i n the tapes under discussion, then the difference 
between cases almost e n t i r e l y disappears, unless i t i s 
retained f o r specific reasons (See Chapter on "Nunation.") 
I n the chapter on Nunation i t i s suggested that nunation 
i s retained f o r purposes of emphasis, and t h i s can be 
i l l u s t r a t e d , as f a r as Q\£ i s concerned, p a r t i c u l a r l y i n 
BBC 1 where nunation i s more frequently observed generally* 
I n addition t o emphasis, i t seems that the grammatical 
r u l e that the j**- of eft should be i n the accusative may be. 
more regularly observed than rules i n other si t u a t i o n s where 
Nunation might have been used. I t seems to be an almost 
automatic response t o associate Q& with an accusative, 
which should be i t s jt>- but may be, i f the i s not i n f a c t 
put i n the accusative,- "ic, as i t were compensated f o r by 
other accusatives such as adverbial forms, e.g.:-
BBC 2/17/7 rj^KI J * \LSL CS\J °A\S JL*JI v > D l 
BBC 2/17/16 \& 'fSL y>J> 0\S 3 
Consistency i s not always obvious i n the usage of ^ 15" 
Compare : BBC 1/1/12 < ^ 
wit h 
1 • Haywood and Nahmad, p. 105. 
106. 
BBC 1/2/1 0° J3 
*» " l I i i 
followed by 
BBC 1/2/3 
This contrasting usage i s perhaps better explained "by the 
f a c t that BBC 1/2/1 seems t o be the only example found i n 
the tapes where; a noun or adjective ending i n 3 bears the; 
nunation of the i n d e f i n i t e accusative. As such i t could 
be regarded as a "lapse" or as somewhat pedantic, 
c.f. BBC 1/5/11 I A ^ ^ J 
I n BBC 2 where nunation i s generally observed l e s s , 
the general tempo i s faster,-the academic content requires 
perhaps less serious attempt at grammatical accuracy than 
BBC 1 and BBC 3> almost the only examples used are f o r great 
emphasis, and one i s used with e.g.:-
BBC 2/17/16. 
I n BBC 3 the accusative a f t e r Q^S i s observable i n some; 
but not a l l cases, e.g.:-
BBC; 2/13 "1.6 CjJai\*J\ *~y>± U%j fvuflrf fi Mr. Heath 
The others have been already given above, BBC 2/17/7 and 
BBC 3/2/6 A w 
BBC 3/6/5 AW • • • • l^Lii J Q^S I JI J 
BBC 3/6/8 AW 4r «/ tyLi IJ ^  id) lift £ j£» 
:107.. 
BBC 3/6/9 AW. 3\ l2JU jl.-CLl I^ILJ? ^  j& V . .; \ i* 
and compare 
BBC 3/3/16 Aw I * * * ^ »^> p j b o 1 •** * 
K observes the MLA r u l e once:-
BBC 3/5/13 K iUU Hi oJl Urft ^ y i D l 
but i n other cases omits i t , e.g.:-
BBC 3/9/10 K OL V^s f ^ 1 O V J 
I t i s not possible t o comment on words ending i n 2 
taking the i n d e f i n i t e accusative a f t e r Q^S , since examples 
do not occur* 
I n UAR 1 i n the introduction the interviewer observes 
the accusative r u l e - together with a l l her other MLA 
rules - e.g.:-
UAR 1/1/15 . £J> pjto $J?3 
UAR 1/2/13 aj^LJ £1 ... jJUJI £A LA & 3 
Then i n the interview i t s e l f she ignores the r u l e altogether, 
e.g.:-
UAR 1/1 k/S >Ui J . ^ ^ ^\ tj fM3l J-A 
The interviewed s c i e n t i s t also, who generally observes 
grammatical rules better than the interviewer (and bet t e r 
than both interviewer and man of l e t t e r s i n UAR 2 ) appears 
t o often ignore the use of the accusative w i t h e.g.:-
108, 
UAR 1/13/10 ijj>\z}\ & j ^ ^ t f ^ iJl Schoenberg 
UAR 1/19/14 ^UtfJJ jJuL ll^Ji J, 
In contrast however are 
UAR 1/28/15 l ^ o I c J ^ *iUJ ^ 
UAR 1/28/16 ^ . i ^ l l ^ ilrT 
UAR 1/31/12 , J\ £9\ uSu-kJI JU- ^ 
In some places are words ending i n 3 which could have 
had nunation, but which do not:-
UAR 1/25/11 (3&£S- SSlkJI IJLft Jlo 
In UAR 2 neither interviewer nor interviewee observes 
the accusative of the of , except i n two examples -
not a c t u a l l y with 1^5" "herself", but with i/Je.g.:-
UAR 2/10/18 ^ J V I J ^ J I \2L^3 
UAR 2/11/9 <jliJ ^ l a * ^ 
Where he uses the accusative.of the sound p l u r a l - v i z : 
UAR 2/26/17 o*j>£ & UU5 
t h i s : might be a conscious e f f o r t t o observe grammatical 
rules: he has just r e f e r r e d t o and i s s t i l l r e f e r r i n g t o 
Dr. Taha Husain with great respect and h u m i l i t y , and one 
feels an e f f o r t t o elevate the language momentarily. 
A l t e r n a t i v e l y he might be merely f o l l o w i n g common c o l l . 
usage i n using the sound p l u r a l only i n the oblique case. 
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The same adjective, oy?* » follows ^ i n the singular 
a few sentences l a t e r without the accusative case:-
UAR 2/27/5 h or** Uf> 
Examples where he might easily have observed the acc. of the 
, hut did not, include:-
JJSR 2A /18 Cf1 ^  O*1 J <J*X 1 
3 
UAR 2/3V10 i ^ ' o 1 ^ J-4--J1 o-u1-5 
UAR 2/28/8 UIM, l ^ j <y «r** p Cr^ 1 J 
IMPERSONAL USE. 
"The verb "to he" cannot he used impersonally i n Arabic, 
as i n English, e.g. 'there was a t h i e f i n the house'. I n 
Arabic we say 'a t h i e f was i n the house'." 
In BBC 1 t h i s rule appears t o be w e l l observed 
a) p o s i t i v e l y , e.g.:-
BBC 1/2/U '•^ii'j}*) * 
BBC 1/6/2 c^UJI ifiUJ & 
b) negatively, e.g.:-
BBC 1/5/11 (sfcsll U J L ^ J ^ J ^ 
c) c o n d i t i o n a l l y , e.g.:^ 
BBC 1/7/8 Khj* y o& \* j* 0U;Vl j±*u i j j 
1 • Haywood and Nahmad, p. 105* 
l i p . 
I n BBC 2 also the r u l e i s observed, hut the usa of 
i s found plus a phrase of l i t t l e importance t o give an 
impersonal sense while observing grammatical r u l e s . 
BBC! 2A/2 i&r&v ^ JW*H t/i 
More often the phrase found with J U A i s i n f a c t important, 
the subject ^ of ^ t f , but JUA i t s e l f i s not r e a l l y 
meaningful except as an attempt t o f i l l the gap created i n 
MLA by the lack of "there is/are", e.g.:-' 
BBC 3/2/5 J i t f eUlil Q\ J^V 
BBC 3/2/8 OJ^ O1 ^ ^ 
There also occurs the use of and 1^5" , c l e a r l y 
found necessary to be borrowed from c o l l . to give the sense 
of "there is/was". 
BBC 2/6/14 v&jXi °^'JS\J °0\S 
BBC 2/10/10 lyj °0i 2*1*1, JL*J1 t - ^ i i l Ci 
Prom the examples, given i t i s clear that they can 
b a s i c a l l y be explained by applying orthodox grammatical 
rules of MLA. I t i s also apparent however that i n i t s 
spoken form, speakers f i n d i t desirable, i f not essential, 
to add something (e.g. «iJlift or **» ) t o approximate more 
nearly to the English'"there is/are". 
1 • A s i m i l a r usage occurs i n MLA, p a r t i c u l a r l y i n newspapers, 
perhaps from the need t o translate European texts and 
authors. J. A. Haywood - verbally. 
nor: 
Since the majority of speakers i n the BBC series of 
tapes have a good knowledge of English and some have l i v e d 
i n England f o r some years, i t may he suggested that the 
need to express "there i s " impersonally, could w e l l he 
more necessary t o them than speakers whose knowledge and 
experience had kept them more confined to Arabic and Arab 
a f f a i r s . What i s expressed every day i n the. idiom of one, 
language i s sometimes d i f f i c u l t t o express c l e a r l y i n the 
1 
idiom of a second language without some borrowing. 
I n the UAR tapes there seems to be a simil a r need f o r 
the verb "to be" i n an impersonal sense. As w i t h the BBC 
tapes, occurrences may be explained by applying MLA r u l e s , 
but there are additions (again e.g.: and JUA ) which 
would hot normally appear i n MLA. 
UAR 1/1V5 ^ JP^L, •»> °0\S3 
UAH 1/16/4 g f c j y u '0&3 
UAR 1/12/k f\ fUi 
UAR 2/13/5 • 'A*~3 tfuJt > '*4 '0% J* 
UAR 2/15/10 U i ^ o * 2* j l 6** 
UAR 2/3V2 ^ P y 3*4 p j S tfi 
TT<n .-> fJt : O ' ' •' -..f. *. . l Y " ' * " ' 
1. See Monteil,'L'Arabe Moderne', Chapter V i , p.162 and 170. 
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CHAPTER, 1.2. 
THE NEGATIVE 
VERBS. 
The usual range of ways of expressing the negative of 
the verb i n MLA i s :-
V + Imperfect Indicative .— Present 
— Future 
V + Imperfect Jussive — Negative Imperative 
.^J + Imperfect Subjunctive: — Future (strong) 
U + Perfect — Past 
Imperfect I n d i c a t i v e — Present 
— Future 
j j + Imperfect Jussive — Perfect . 1 . 
In c o l l . neither ,Jnor &i appears t o be used unless very 
r a r e l y . They are not mentioned by Mit c h e l l or Rice and Said, 
and Driver observes p. 199 "The negative lam (class.) 'not' 
i s of very rare occurrence; i t always governs the imperfect, 
1. Haywood and Nahmad, pp 129» 430, 431 • 
2. See M i t c h e l l , p.106; Rice and Said, p.22 and 135; 
Driver pp 195-199. 
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even i n reference to past time, of which alone i t can he 
used (Dam.), though occasionally heard w i t h the perfect 
( v u l g . ) . " 
C o l l . usage appears t o coincide with MLA except f o r 
& which c o l l . does not appear to use at a l l , and f o r f* 
which c o l l . accepts very r a r e l y (see Driver above). 
Examples of both jJ and ^ are found i n the tapes 
p a r t i c u l a r l y i n BBC 1 and BBC 2 , but almost not at a l l 
i n the remainder* 
I f the l i s t e n e r might have expected to f i n d usage of 
^ i n BBC 3 approximately as frequent as i n BBC 1i and BBC 2 
(since two of the speakers are the same) a possible explana-
t i o n f o r the actual s i t u a t i o n could l i e i n the subject 
matter. BBC 1 and BBC 2 both deal l a r g e l y with h i s t o r i c a l 
or f a c t u a l subjects which have happened, i n the past. BBC 3 
is. more conjectural about what could constitute the ideal 
society i n the f u t u r e . 
No such suggestion could be propounded i n UAR 1 or 
UAR 2 however since the majority of the subject matter 
covers past events. I t can perhaps be assumed that t h e 
speakers do not consider i t necessary to elevate t h e i r speech 
more towards MLA by using ^ or that i t adds nothing t o the 
other forms of negation used. Dr. Moustafa alone i n the 
UAR tapes uses fi at a l l and t h i s supports the suggestion 
already made that he alone makes a conscious e f f o r t to 
observe MLA. 
Ilk. 
SPLIT. KEG. 
A second area of Negation where MLA and c o l l . do not 
coincide i s i n the use of J;-as a s u f f i x t o , or »^-or 
as a sequel t o , the negated word ( c o l l . ) 
The use of the " s p l i t " negative, compared by M i t c h e l l 
to the French "ne...pas" i s usual i n Egyptian, "infrequent 
i n northern Syria and almost unknown i n Aleppo,"' (Driver) 
and not given i n current works on spoken Arabic of the 
Levant - e.g.:- Frayha and Rice and Said. Use of i t i n 
the tapes f u r t h e r suggests lack of any necessity f e l t on 
the part of the users t o r i s e above what i s d i a l e c t 
c o l l o q u i a l towards MLA. I t i s again p a r t i c u l a r l y n o t i c e -
able that Dr. Moustafa who uses the of MLA i s the only 
one of the four UAR speakers not to use the Egyptian s p l i t 
negative. 
There i s one example where a verb i s negated by 
t h e o r e t i c a l l y only a non-verbal negator, thus:-
UAR 2/13/1^ cf'f&Kj* 
1 . M i t c h e l l , p. 106; Driver, pp 195-199. 
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TABLE 
r 1 * 
BBC 1 8 ,1 - -
BBC 2 19 3 1 2 ( D 
BBC 3 - 1 - -
UAR 1 3<2> - 5('3) -
UAR 2 
( f i r s t 22 
pp.) 
- - 13 
1 . I n addition t o the 3 s p l i t negatives, e.g.:-
BBC 2/1 k/S ^-U Jolt t i j t f U 
a more f u l l y i n f l e c t e d o r i g i n a l form of the s p l i t 
negative appears twice, v i z : -
BBC 2/16/17 (s±£ «J\ U ^ U J l . - . ^ 
2. A l l used "by Dr. Moustafa. 
3. A l l used "by interviewer. 
h. Used every time a f t e r L» , whether with Perfect or 
Imperfect. 
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NEGATIVES (NON VERBS.) 
"The negative particles, may, as i n the Indo-European 
languages, deny any part of the sentence..." The p a r t i c l e s 
are c h i e f l y V and a number of other words such as j£ f** 
etc. which can be used t o give a negative meaning. These 
2 
appear t o be accepted i n c o l l . as w e l l as i n MLA. I n the 
tapes usage i s such as t o occasion no comment. 
e 
Where MLA- and c o l l . do not overlap however i s i n the 
3 
use of u*? which exists i n one form or another i n c o l l . 
but not i n MLA. 
"The word 'mis' not i s used only w i t h adjectives and 
adverbs."^ 
"The p a r t i c l e 'mils' or generally 'mus' ( c o l l . ) , r a r e l y 
fm6sf (Jer.; Syr.j loc.) or 'mas' or 'mis' (Pal., f e l l . ) 
or 'musfe* (vu'lg.) which i s only used with verbs by the 
uneducated., i s the correct negative i n nominal sentences and 
i n a l l other cases...."^ 
I n the tapes under discussion the word misfc? a*-1 appears 
only i n the UAR tapes and then w i t h one exception only i n 
UAR 2. I n UAR 1 i t i s the interviewer who uses i t : -
UAR 1 / 3 V 6 . j^ iaSJI J t u 5 - U-'t f-j*. 
1 . Wright.~Grammar of the Arabic Language. Vol.2, 3 r d ed. 
1898, p. 299. 
2. e.g. geer i n vocabulary of Rice and Said, p.281* and used 
p. 16; jghair i n Van Ess, p. 137. 
3* Rice and Said, p. 22. 
i+. G. R. Driver, p. 197« 
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I n UAR: 2 i t i s used equally "by interviewer and i n t e r -
viewee, sometimes immediately preceding the word " i t negates 
UAR 2/3/8 I OX"*j** 
UAR 2/8/13 A ^o#^Js- jSlrf 
and sometimes separated from i t , e.g.:-
UAR 2/3/12 A V^t d l y i — 
In. addition t o the purely c o l l . use of u-» however j& i s 
also found w i t h a s i m i l a r , but not i d e n t i c a l meaning, e.g.:-
UAR 2/9/7 J**.&\ j& jL,a*. 0\ aSil 
TABLE. 
BBC 1 .. 1 . - • - -
BBC 2 3 - 2 • 2 • 
BBC 3 2 - 8 -
UAR 1 5 1 - -
UAR 2 5 12 2 mm 
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CHAPTER 13. 
PAUSE FILLERS. 
General. 
a) Speakers of most i f not a l l languages have certain 
preferred expressions, phrases, words or even grunts, which 
they use t o f i l l an empty space i n a conversation. These 
"space" or "pause-fillers! 1 may be used while the speaker 
searches i n h i s mind f o r a p a r t i c u l a r word, t o make sure 
h i s l i s t e n e r i s i n f a c t l i s t e n i n g , t o pad out h i s speech 
i n order t o make i t s speed more acceptable to h i s l i s t e n e r , 
to add some sort of ef f e c t or s t y l e , t o accompany a manual 
or f a c i a l gesture, to make sure he has made h i s point or 
f o r emphasis. 
b) Examples from other languages, might include:-
English: "you know" or "yunno", "well-er" " i n f a c t " 
"actually..er" .."O.K?" "see?" 
French: "savez-vous" "eh-bienl" "dis-doncl" 
"alors" 
German: "wissen Sie" "weisst du" " e i g e n t l i c h " 
"Sagen-Sie mal" "hor mall" " g e l l ? " 
(Schwabisch) "hieht?" 
I t a l i a n : "dunque" "alora" 
Russian: 
Spanish: 
"3HaeTe" 
"pues", 
"»y BOT T.aK" 
"pues...nada" 
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"nOJWTTHO?" 
"mira Usted?" 
TAPES. 
The tapes have he en examined t o see what the Arab 
speaker says i n circumstances similar t o those where the; 
examples given above and others might have been used i n 
other languages. 
Pause f i l l e r s represent a topic not usually treated 
i n the normal language textbook. I n a textbook of the 
wr i t t e n language i t would not be expected, and many c o l l . 
textbooks are based on l i t e r a r y textbooks. Not even 
Mitchell gives a section s p e c i f i c a l l y on t h i s point. 
As w i t h some other features (e.g. use of personal 
pronouns ) i t i s very d i f f i c u l t , and perhaps impossible, 
t o judge whether a pause f i l l e r i s superfluous or an 
essential part of a particular..speaker*s s t y l e . I f a 
p a r t i c u l a r phrase i s omitted i t may w e l l have no e f f e c t 
upon the meaning, but i t may wel l a l t e r the impact of the 
message t o be conveyed. 
The w r i t e r considers that pause words or phrases are 
i n f a c t very much' a part of what goes to make up s t y l e . 
1 . See Chapter 5 Personal Pronouns, p. 51; 
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The c a r e f u l , accurate, slower speaker probably needs fewer 
pause words than does the f a s t e r , more effervescent, 
gesturing speaker. This seems t o be i l l u s t r a t e d i n 
comparing the two interviewees i n UAR 1 and UAR 2. The 
f i r s t i s slower and more deliberate, and uses fewer pause 
f i l l e r s because he i s content t o use a pause i n i t s e l f t o 
seek a "mot just e . " The second speaks, f a s t e r , apparently 
d i s l i k e s pauses and f i l l s them where possible. 
Pause f i l l e r s do not r e a d i l y lend themselves t o s t r i c t 
categorization. This i s p a r t i c u l a r l y true since the same 
word or phrase i n the mouth of one speaker may have a 
d i f f e r e n t significance from the same word-in the mouth' of 
equally be an almost meaningless f i l l e r f o r a pause, givi n g 
the speaker time to look, f o r a required word. This may be 
true not only of two different.speakers, but also of the 
same speaker at d i f f e r e n t stages i n the same discussion, e.g.:-
compare: 
his neighbour. i l l * may mean "f o r example", but i t may 
'UAR 1/14/8 (M) a 
and UAR 1/15/13 (M) 
A general grouping of Pause f i l l e r s can be made:-
a) Adverbial Accusatives 
b) Phrases with or & 
c) Imperfect verbs such as. « etc. 
d) Others - including Personal Pronouns. 
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a) Adverbial accusatives, which are discussed more f u l l y 
elsewhere, occur frequently i n s i t u a t i o n s , where t h e i r 
presence adds l i t t l e or nothing t o the meaning, e.g.:-
without upsetting the t e x t . Although suggesting a series 
I t i s r e a d i l y conceded that i n BBC 1 the examples given 
are not wholly convincing: i t has already teen suggested 
that the serious tone and deliberate, r e l a t i v e l y passion-
free speech of the p a r t i c u l a r discussion would tend t o 
minimise pauses and p a u s e - f i l l e r s . 
BBC 2. 
BBC 1/1/11 V . I 
Here does have meaning, but i t would be replaced 
of points, i t i s not followed by, e.g. W*C . 
BBC 1/10/5 .... jyS^\ ^ ^ l i l U l L'l 
BBC 1/11/3 V ^ ^ 
BBC 2/9/3 Liyl 2uS\2 a-Uii 
BBC 2/11/2 \ USJI lu» d&^ o jftfel \j\ 
BBC 2/15/7 l ^ b ^ajs; 
*-»^» i s a widely used word, often i n place of . 
e.g. BBC 2/15/11 <**j* I***kJl< v - ^ 1 
BBC 2/2UA r L ^ i ^ j L o * Ui 
BBC 3. 
BBC 3/12/15- .S^L-Vsl ^ 
1. See Chapter 1 "Nunation" p.lJ+. 
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UAR 1 . 
UAR 1/11/3 j UJ= (^ J 
UAE 1/12/11 Ol **— U W.W* 
UAS 1/21/11 UsJ U ^ ^ j U*t> ^  SjjjihTH IL'W*^ 
UAR 2. 
UAR 2/V3 <> ^ ' J -r*4J* 
UAR 2/12/6 jwyfc U ^  L v t ^ l^Ji, 
UAR 2/16/9 jUUOI 
followed two l i n e s l a t e r "by 
fc) A group of adverbial phrases using v » <y or ^ , 
occurs either with t h e i r l i t e r a l meanings or wi t h much less 
sign i f i c a n c e , e.g. :-
BBC 2/1/13 0 i ^ 
BBC 2/7/15 t JLA ^ J ^ Ji\ 0\ ^1 ^ j l ^ 
BBC 2/1 7/U ^ i l i i l ^ 1 ^ l ^ j l ^ 
BBC 3/1/13 : ^ j j l y> ,3>- ^ j y t f l ^ V 
BBC 3/1/17 J ^ ju ^Ui,VI JitCJI^ 
We know what h i s opinion i s without his saying so 
s p e c i f i c a l l y . 
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BBC 3 A / 7 ZoUJI s^UJl ^ Uh ^ J .H - L . ' JI i U J 
BBC 3/V10 iaift i ^ ^ l I Jl_j 
Laic « ^  ^ sOj y l y 11 
UAR 1/7^10 i ^ J 
BBC 3/5/16 
UAR 1/7/11 i&\ j j}\ c\ 25d«J» ^ 
UAR 1/33/16 dbjl*- f 1^5" 0\ g I ^Jl ^ 
UAR 1/38/U J V * J ' 
UAR 2/8/15 4*&JI ^ >UI ^ ^L** HL^JI ^ 
UAR 2/9/16 2-le l i ^ aSUI iirffe^ 
UAR 2/19/15 **i dJl ^US'j j iy i ^ y>V 
UAR 2/29/17 vd;^* < J y j 2L~LJl^ 
UAR 2/3V5 f U dL»^ ^ 
c) By f a r the most common pause f i l l e r - apparently - i n 
the tapes i s the word . I t and other imperfects such 
as •is*' do have l i t e r a l meanings, hut i n many cases t h e i r 
meaning i s minimal, and they may he properly classed as 
space f i l l e r s , e.g.:-
BBC 1/V1 J*~Jl l i f t ^ .... ImU'L-l 
BBC 2/3/16 JEcl JLpl: ikL! 
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BBC 2/4/12 j&fcl oJlS" SUU ikSJ 
BBC 2/5/14 i*~Jl< ^ v»>V1 ^  i*~Jl* 
BBC 2/6/4 f ^AiJI Id* ^ku*- ^ i* , . 
BBC 2/8/3 0 1 IJU ^ ^ 
BBC 2/2/11 l u / i o l V^s^ 
This type of sentence c l e a r l y can "be accepted l i t e r a l l y , 
hut i t appears frequently enough t o be considered a 
convention, a s l i g h t l y circumlocutory fashion of introducing 
a new point f o r consideration, e.g.:-
UAR 1/8/7 ^\ Jj\ Q\ 
UAR 1/11/5 $ J\ 0\ 
UAR 1/16/3 J l i ^ U V I i - ^ U A 
BBC 2/9/12 a J J J\ ^ £>\ 
This too appears common enough to have become a con-
vention which has less significance than i t s l i t e r a l meaning, 
e.g.:-
BBC 2/19/14 J ^ l 0 \ 
UAR 1/27/4 Iji a*U iS*bJI <-*J* 
UAR 2/13/11 c^l^WiJl Jyl t_^J Lb-I 
This idea becomes more d i a l e c t a l and i s found as: 
UAR 2/15/9 0\ J ^sl* L'l t - ^ 
UAR 2/15/10 0£t jLi U jUJI oiiU 
UAR 2/15/13 f*JZJ~ cr^ L ' J ^ <y J M ^ 
UAR 2/28/7 UJ= ^ ^j iJI ^ ^ J l v jV» ^ 
UAE 2/29/16 dJULo I j ^ ^ ^ J l ^ i J I J\ 
d) I n t h i s category of "others" are grouped p o t e n t i a l 
pause f i l l e r s which sometimes do not occur more than once 
i n the tapes, hut are nevertheless considered worthy of 
i n c l u s i o n , e.g.:-
BBC 1/1/13 ! uwkJ 
This i s here an exclamation and quite l i t e r a l l y " a 
pause f i l l e r . One speaker makes a point and then pauses 
as i f t o see i f i t has heen understood. He does not 
continue u n t i l the.exclamation acknowledges that the point 
has been made. 
BBC 1 /2 /7 f^J 
BBC 1/3/16 ' f jy*<^ 
This i s as much a form of address as much as a pause 
f i l l e r , hut i n t h i s instance i s given the intonation of 
encouragement t o the doctor to express himself. 
BBC 1A / 1 3 ^ J L ^ 
BBC 1/5/10 
1 2 6 , 
Both the above are forms of address, hut add nothing 
to the meaning. 
BBC 2/1/17 0°' , J L a ts^** 
This i s a v a r i a t i o n of t 5 i * l i and occurs frequently, e.g.i 
BBC 3 / 6 / 1 2 0\ J~ •••• •••• i3t-*4 
UAR 1 / 7 / 1 0 and 1 / 2 5 / 8 etc. J\ J 
BBC 2 / 9 / 3 Us* 23aSJ 
BBC 2 / 9 / 5 UA ^ 
BBC 2 / 1 1 / 1 7 LjjlS lk5J jSfcl LJ' 
BBC 2/1V2 etc. LI 
This occurs very frequently - both w i t h and without & 
The Interviewee i n UAR 1 begins the majority of h i s speeches 
v/ith IStfaaJl and the Interviewee i n UAR 2 begins many of h i s 
with the same. 
Personal pronouns are used f a i r l y often as pause 
f i l l e r s , e.g.:-
BBC 3 / 6 / 2 ^sljJI ... er ... y» 
UAR 1 / 1 0 / 1 2 LLU- L^l ^ L»l ^J* 
UAR 2 / 8 / 3 ^ U^l 
UAR 2 / 1 V 5 ^ Ul 
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Examples. UAR 1/10/12 and UAR 2/8/3 quoted above serve, 
to i l l u s t r a t e , another common pause f i l l e r , as i n , 
e.g.:-
UAR 1/12/7 li»l 0 I aSil Ul fJ**l\ J*L^> 
- • * 
The word or appears frequently i n the UAR 
tapes w i t h l i t t l e or no r e a l meaning, thus: 
UAR 1/18/10 arf.t! U»y> »J SS*i*Jl 
UAR 1/38/18 .. * . uftt'^asL 
UAR 2/16/2 isJ^U L*^ 
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CHAPTER 14. 
. FORMS OF ADDRESS. 
. . • - ' i 
General. 
The many and varied-forms of address i n Arabic appear 
to receive l i t t l e formal treatment i n the textbooks. I t 
i s perhaps not a subject which one would expect to be 
treated i n a textbook of the w r i t t e n language/ but even 
i n those on c o l l . there i s less than complete c l a r i t y . 
M i t c h e l l has no special section on forms of address 
and f o r example gives two adjacent versions:- . 
"May I introduce my husband? ^a^addim lukum z o o ^ i ? 
May I introduce my f r i e n d Hasan? ^ a^addimfak SaciuSi fjascm / 
I t i s not clear when and whether the singular or p l u r a l 
pronominal s u f f i x must be used. On the next page he 
comments on the " p l u r a l s u f f i x - kum, a common feature of 
the language of personal address." There i s no guidance 
2 -
as t o how common i t i s however. 
3 
Van Ess> gives s i m i l a r expressions of greeting, but 
no i n d i c a t i o n of whether or when singular or p l u r a l forms 
of address should be used. 
1• Nevertheless f o r the vocative see Haywood and Nahmad, 
pp 130, 131, 136. 
2. M i t c h e l l , o p . c i t . p. 218, p. 219* 
3* Van Ess, o p . c i t . pp 10-11. 
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Rice and Said give courtesy expressions i n the 
singular w i t h the exception of 'assalaamu 3alaykum 
and i t s r e p l y , hut without any explanation* 
Tapes* 
The tapes under consideration represent too small a 
sample of spoken Arahic t o allow any r e a l conclusions t o 
he drawn about forms of address* The w r i t e r considers 
•f 
however that those which do occur should be mentioned as 
being of importance. More research on t h i s subject i s 
required t o provide guidance f o r students of Arabic. 
The p a r t i c l e W i s used frequently i n the BBC tapes, 
e.g.:-
BBC 1/1/9 u * i > j ^ J t 
BBC 1/1/13 ) W j ^ -
BBC 1 / V 1 6 ) . * 
BBC 1/5/3 and 1/5 / 1 0 ^ J * - W J-MS 
BBC 1/10/13 o, W £f»*> l i f t 
BBC 1/11/16 ^ j l i - . ! ^ 
BBC 1 / 1 / 1 0 etc. J ^ j J L - I W 
BBC 3/1/7 jfSj ^ f*: 
BBC 3/U/h JJXJ W C*J>M* 
1 . Rice and Said, op. ext. 
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I n the UAR tapes L appears more r a r e l y , e.g.:-
UAR 1/5/1 rJtf» L e L -
UAR 1/33/1U u»*.l jjSj l,, ^ 1^1 ^ 
UAR 1/39/9 jyS* W » 
UAR 2/8/3 and 2/26/7 V J U J I o^ c ^ ^ S J W I - J P 
The comparative, infrequency of the p a r t i c l e W i n the 
UAR tapes could perhaps be explained by the f a c t that only 
two speakers, are involved i n each. W seems t o be used 
p r i n c i p a l l y w i t h names or t i t l e s and these are used only 
i n the introduction and summing up. Otherwise personal 
pronouns or &S\£L or ^l/jX * are used and these are not 
found with 1* . I n the BBC tapes several speakers are 
involved i n each, and there i s a need f o r greater d i f f e r e n -
t i a t i o n - f o r the sake of l i s t e n e r s - than, can be. achieved: 
by "you". 
One apparently unusual omission of L' occurs i n UAR 2 
when the Interviewer introduces the Interviewee, addressing 
him d i r e c t l y f o r t^he f i r s t time, i . e . : -
UAR 2/3/2 , J U J I a* jyS^\ ^ 1 6 L ~ 
I t i s omitted also i n : 
BBC 1 A/13 0 \ < ± ^ \ 0 . ^ 
where i n other cases the same speaker prefixes • c^*- * 
J l i J or jyS'* with W • 
1 3 1 . -
.6 •-• 
The expressions l i b j l * ^ and < i b d o not appear i n the 
BBC tapes more than twice, hut occur frequently i n tapes 
UAR 1 and UAR 2 respectively and exclusively. 
BBC 3 / 3 / 1 4 and 3 / 7 / 1 5 ^ I J I * - J C ^ U | 
UAR 1 / 5 / 4 JiUJ» rfJbjU, ^.Jfc ^. 
UAR 1 / 5 / 7 ^u^i ^ JJ I i^vo^Jl 
UAR 1 / 5 / 1 1 c**y J * ijjsSS e b j U J j 
UAR 1/6 / 4 oJai tfbjU» tjUl o ^ U J I 
etc. 
UAR 2 / 3 / 8 LlxL uJa^l ^ ^ 0\ 
UAR - 2 / 2 4 / 1 0 ^ li -JS" ^L-^P-
UAR-2/37/13 ' J ^ L V U i ^ ^ « > j 
etc. 
The w r i t e r has been unable t o f i n d any f i r m guidance 
as t o when or how «il?jL*- or should or should not be 
used. There seems s i m i l a r l y to be no in d i c a t i o n as t o 
whether the verb which accompanies these forms of address 
should be second person or t h i r d person feminine* 
I n the tapes almost every verb accompanying the forms 
i n question i s i n the second person singular as shown i n 
the examples already given. One other example seems t o 
have the t h i r d person singular, e . i . : -
UAR 1/8/11 0\ iz. jS3 tftjV*-
Other examples occur where the verb could equally be the 
second or t h i r d person singular, e.g.'s-
UAR 1/3k/Q U>y& JJ\ 
UAR 3 K / 3 5 / 7 J ^ H dbjl*-, 
I t seems probable that the speakers equate the expressions 
and •iby-fl* exactly w i t h "you", i . e . second person, 
since a l l possessive and personal pronouns used i n the 
same context are second person singular, thus: 
This contrasts f o r example w i t h Spanish use of Usted and 
accompanying verbs and possessive adjectives i n the t h i r d 
person. The s i t u a t i o n i s similar i n I t a l i a n w i t h l e i 
as a t h i r d person p o l i t e form of address. The s i t u a t i o n 
i n English i s perhaps as anomalous or as unclear as i n 
Arabic. With English t i t l e s - kings, bishops, dukes etc. -
i t i s uncertain which i s correct and which i s i n common 
usage of:-
a) "Your grace has done h i s duty" 
b) "Your grace has done your duty" 
c) "Your grace have done your duty" 
d) "Your grace, you have done your"duty." 
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I f conclusions can be drawn from the tapes, i t would appear 
that Arabic (*•£• radio Arabic from Cairo) follows a pattern 
e 
s i m i l a r t o d.) «^ -^  • • • 
THIRD PERSON ADDRESS. 
Various forms of impersonal or t h i r d person address 
are found i n the BBC tapes, e.g.:-
BBC 1/2/10 c-lys J ^ - j 
BBC 1/2/16 . 
This one word with an encouraging in t e r r o g a t i v e 
intonation i s a form of address. 
BBC 1/J+/13 o**"*" J . . . . O" 
an i n v i t a t i o n t o continue 
BBC 1/5/13 o 1 
BBC 1/8/2 j j , U J3 \S 
BBC 1/10/5 ^.ytfoJI ^ c * - »-51 W W-
BBC 2/7/9 ^ J_jJfcJ J l i J v i 131 u i i j V 
BBC 3/lAh e.g. "as you said, Doctor.. ."^jtfaJl JU L£ 
BBC 3/10/6 - ^ ^ J i l U*t ^Ul ^ 1 dfc»idl -
BBC 3/10/8 #J U / J ^ J l 
BBC 3/13/1 ^ U ^ y t f a J I £Vl J ^ t Jl 
1. I t i s perhaps worth noting that the d i r e c t form of address 
<3»l W which occurs frequently i n many forms of Arabic 
c o l l . i s not found i n the tapes. 
13k, 
Questions or forms -of address do not seem to occur i n 
the t h i r d person-in the UAH tapes, unless the forms vifcjUn-
person formst hut are i n any case accompanied by second 
person verbs. Whether the questions posed i n the t h i r d 
person and forms of address i n the t h i r d person are 
considered more p o l i t e or whether they are designed t o 
mention the speaker by name i n order t o avoid ambiguity 
f o r the l i s t e n e r , i s d i f f i c u l t t o say. Possibly the 
t h i r d person form accords more w i t h the s l i g h t l y more 
elevated tone of both subject matter and speakers p a r t i -
c u l a r l y i n BBC 1 and BBC 3» and i s matched by other 
features already mentioned, e.g. higher incidence of 
'ira b . 
SECOND PERSON ADDRESS. 
Here; the w r i t e r intended to observe whether the second 
person singular or p l u r a l was used when addressing 
individuals:. The material i s too l i m i t e d f o r any • 
general conclusions t o be drawn, but examples, can he given 
to i l l u s t r a t e both singular and p l u r a l forms - apparently 
t o both groups and i n d i v i d u a l s , e.g.:-
and <kj**- discussed above, are considered as t h i r d 
BBC 1/11/3 M 
BBC 1/5/7 M 9 f 
M2. d± 
1. c.f. example of greeting quoted from M i t c h e l l above. 
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These are tooth said by the same speaker and apparently 
to the whole group. There does not appear t o toe any i n d i -
cation- that the second is-addressed t o one i n d i v i d u a l i n 
the group. 
Another example may i l l u s t r a t e a usage where the uyou", 
i . e . second person singular, approximates, i n value t o the 
English "one." On some occasions the singular pronoun or 
verb form i s used when the whole discussion group i s 
addressed, e.g.:-
BBC 1/6/11 W j 2^JL*J1 ^ i J I ^jUJI L^ uJ 
U<aJ seems also to have a less personal significance, 
g i v i n g "there i s " or "one has" as much as "we have." I t i s 
noticeable that the whole sentence i s aimed at the whole 
group, but i s f i r s t r e ferred t o as the f i r s t person p l u r a l 
and then the second person singular - L*uJ and «iU 
BBC 1/7/13 V - H J l 0\ 
BBC 1/7/19 .jfcl i J l i * 
The p l u r a l form i s sometimes used when asking the 
group's permission t o speak or make a po i n t , e.g.:-
BBC 2/8/12 J "12£LL l i l 
BBC 2/18/3 *kuJ ^ JLL \ Jl J I 
BBC 2/20/10 J *Cj ' j * oV' 
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B B C 3/5/3 
B B C 3/7/15 
The singular form appears when apparently addressed to 
the whole group, more with the impersonal sense suggested .-
above. One example of mixing of number i s shown i n B B C 
2/18/3 given immediately above. 
B B C 2/8/15 CLI-^ I J I 
B B C 2/9/1 nlSlZZS. I J l 
One example occurs where i t i s not c l e a r whether the 
group or an individual is. addressed, but a p l u r a l possessive 
pronoun i s used, i . e . : -
B B C 3/3/li4 # J i l j f l - j U J <L^L I.JI l 9 u J I IJLA 
Since the speaker i s trying to correct an impression 
expressed by the previous speaker, he may well have just 
one individual i n mind. 
For the r e s t there seems to be no attempt to use a 
p l u r a l form of address for an individual. I n UAR 1 the 
only form i s ^ " J l * * - while i n UAR 2 both * s b a n d ^ \ 
are used almost equally. 
l-ol 
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CHAPTER 15. 
IN CONCLUSION. 
The writer considers.he would he i l l - a d v i s e d to 
attempt a lengthy concluding chapter where there would 
he a danger of merely repeating what has heen written 
i n the separate chapters. He has t r i e d to l e t the 
evidence speak for i t s e l f , suggesting trends rather 
than stating conclusions. 
The samples of recorded material have heen too 
limited to allow any general conclusions to he drawn 
ah out the nature of any one kind of Arabic. The tapes 
studied here show that i n a narrow selection of f i v e 
taped broadcasts two contain a large measure of 
nunaticn (BBC 1 and BBC 3) while i n the others nunation 
i s l a r g e l y omitted. The incidence of c o l l o q u i a l voca-
bulary v a r i e s considerably, but i s found more i n the 
UAH than i n the BBC tapes. Verbal i n f l e x i o n i s more 
apparent i n the BBC than i n the UAR tapes. On the 
whole the language used i n the BBC tapes seems cl o s e r 
to MLA than does that i n the UAR tapes. These and 
si m i l a r observations are. c l e a r l y too fraught with 
1• The writer considered attempting to produce tables or 
graphs to show i n p i c t o r i a l form a l l the features d i s -
cussed. He decided against t h i s as a) being not 
practicable and b) having v a l i d i t y limited to the tapes 
themselves. He has done no more than produce tables 
for the features which seem to allow of them. 
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l i m i t a t i o n s to have much sig n i f i c a n c e , since apart from 
any other consideration i t i s impossible to say whether 
the tapes are t y p i c a l examples of the BBC or UAR BC. 
A l l t h i s being true, one i s l e f t with impressions 
based on the f a c t u a l evidence of the tapes. These lead 
one to accept that native speakers of Arabic who are 
selected to speak on the radio to, hopefully, a wide 
audience, may vary widely iri the extent to which they 
observe grammatical ru l e s of MLA or c o l l . 2If they are 
worthy of selecti o n by the BBC and the UAH BC or are 
acceptable to these bodies, or, as i n some cases, are 
employed by these bodies, i t might be supposed that 
a) t h e i r standards of Arabic are acceptable i n the Arabic 
speaking world and b) they would be worthy of imitation 
by the non-Arab student of Arabic. 
I f these l a s t two suppositions are i n fact true, 
there would seem to be a good case for a much wider study 
of s i m i l a r taped material. From the r e s u l t s could be.: 
compiled a grammar of spoken Arabic which would have many 
elements close to MLA and many elements which were closer 
to c o l l . depending on the c o l l . background of the speaker 
concerned. 
I t i s l i k e l y that the student would fi n d the resultant 
grammar, to contain fewer morphological and s y n t a c t i c a l 
v a r i a t i o n s and possibly more l e x i c a l forms than i n MLA. 
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Thus h i s verbs could be limited to Perfect and Imperfect 
(excluding Imporativo)—.or Porfoot and Impcrfoot (or 
Perfective and Imperfective) adding the Imperative but 
without reference to Indicative, Subjunctive, or Ju s s i v e . 
Perhaps he could ignore Nunation except i n .the case of 
adverbial accusatives. Perhaps he could learn one form of 
the Relative Pronoun instead of masculine and feminine, 
singular,, dual and p l u r a l forms. Perhaps he could forget 
the idea of case. Perhaps he could be confident of 
expressing ah acceptable and i n t e l l i g i b l e conditional 
sentence without the permutations of MLA. These are. a l l 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s which might reasonably be suggested from 
the present work and which only further research i n depth 
can support or refute. Perhaps by the time that t h i s 
research i s c a r r i e d out there w i l l be a form of spoken 
Arabic standard throughout the Arabic speaking world to 
• i 
be c o r r e c t l y c a l l e d "Standard Arabic". 
* Of the various grammatical and other points discussed, 
either b r i e f l y or at length, i n the present work, c e r t a i n 
features i n p a r t i c u l a r seem to need extensive further 
research. These include p a r t i c u l a r l y those which affect 
the actual speaking processes such as forms of address, 
pause f i l l e r s and use of personal pronouns. Additional 
1. Perhaps by 1997" on hearing of the idea of t h i s and 
associated work Professor Hans Wehr opined to the writer 
i n Munster i n December 1967 that i t was a good idea but 
30 years too e a r l y . 
lho 
subjects have already been suggested, and to them might 
be added swear words and exclamations, of which - regrettably 
2 
perhaps - no examples were found i n the present tapes. 
I t w i l l be seen that the idea of pedagogic needs: has 
sometimes obtruded i n the wr i t e r * s attitude to various 
features. The writer makes no apology for t h i s since i t 
seems to him that the whole aim of language study at what-
ever l e v e l , should be to promote greater understanding 
between speakers of d i f f e r i n g languages, and t h i s can 
re s u l t only from improved information about the language 
to be taught. The writer hopes to have made at l e a s t a 
token contribution to the whole process. 
1 . See introduction, p.l;, footnote 1 • 
2 . See Mitchell op.cit. p. 119 - Oaths and Exclamations 
341. 
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